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THE CONTRIBUTION.OF CHRISTIANITY
TO THE CONCEPT. OF FRIENDSHIP :

: Intro dust ioa •

A thesis on a concept aocords Well with the current trend; 

in philosophy'̂  concerned as it is with, the meaning and study of . 
wordss together with analyses of cohoeptsf it is, however, a. mch 

more questionable enterprise^ from that modern standpoint, to en

gage in the examination of so imprecise a theme as "friendshipg1' 
particularly when this: is linked ?/ith religious enquiry^ Yet, 

the word "friendship" conveys some sort of" meaning at once in 

any kind,of communicatory process and this fact is the defence of 

this" paper ’ s' themeoWith Gs: le Moore * s declared purposes. we will 

begin at the level of.ordinary commonsense usage, and it will be 

our task to try and wrest from the amorphous connotation of the 

concept of friendship9 some of its specifications and how these 

were attained*

The task will be formidable* The precise, epigrammatic 

Mr* Hobbes can do no better, in: attempting a definition, than to 

say "a friend is he that loves, and he that is beloved*" This 

warns'us that throughout this paper we shall be involved in what

1. Thomas Hobbes* Rhetoric* 455« • -



is probably the most cohirorersial topic of all time* love itselfV,
It also prepares us for the recognition that, as with love? there'

caa he: no •heat analysis of friendship acceptable to all9- suggest . •

'ting that w© may get nearest understanding-friendship when we are ■

farthest from'logical analysis, namelys in the'realm of poetry*. ':
4nd a' youth. said9 Speak .to ;us; of Friendship* ' ; : -
&nd he answered;,; saying: . ..
Your friend is. your need's answeredo. ; ' : ,
He is your field which you sow with love and . reap with 

• ' - ■ ■ . : - ; thanksgiving* ■
And he is your-board and your fireside* .

' . For you come.-to him with your hunger^ and.you seek him
V . '-/ for peace*3" ■ - ^

This is an Eastern poef s attempted definition of friendship, which 

slides so easily'into, the description of a. friend^ and in this en

quiry we must confine ourselves, for •practical reasons, to the Wes- - 

. tern approach*Friendship seems -to be universal; though in some \ 

cultures;there seems to be no word to- distinguish this from family 

and kinship (eogo:, it seems ,to. be lacking in the vocabulary of Seri 

Indians), . and the outward marks -of it seem universal .too 9 though 

these may vary as much as the European kiss does from the lice re- 

moval of the ©ritehtal AmdefiS® ■ But here, taking Western culture as: 

a continuum,, which, though affected by- contact with the East, has 

developed' along its own way, we shall be mainly concerned with eon- 

trasting the Greek- and Christian conceptss Having - distinguished as . 

far as possible the elements that .'make - up the Platonic and Aristotelian

y : % Kahlil Gibran, The Prophets p*-68* : .
. ' '; 3 Cf6 Lowie, Journal of American Folk Lore* foil 21, pe 114*



concept of friendship9 we shall go -on to see whether or not 

Christianity made a significant contribution to it which has 

become part of commonsense usage* . It should be noted, in order 

for bias to be discounted, that the'writer of this thesis is a 

practicing member of the Anglican branch of the Christian 
Faitho . ■ ' -

iii



THE CONTRIBUTION OF CHRISTIANITY
TO THE CONCEPT OF FRIENDSHIP

' : v . ' ' / CHAPTER I : .:

The Creek Concept :

; We must recognise at once that the discussion of friendship:

. was no Platonic innovation* Not Vonly do Homer and Hesiod, treat of it 

9,s a matter: of .course? but it appears in the Fragments of the. Pre=

. Soeratics9 forming an important element In.the thought of Empedocles*^ 

We believe it to be exemplified in the lives of the Pythagoreans9 in 

spite of the shroud of mist and uncertainity which surrounds that 

sehoolo Neverthelessp it is. not until the Dialogues of Plato and 

the writings of Aristotle that we have a full-scale examinatioh of 
the theme of friendship as an end in itself* and it is to a considered 

tion of these writers that we shall confine ourselves to arrive at our 

preliminary definition* '

. : . Perhaps it is a. happy chance that leads us to consider Plato

first of all - a- man who not only wrote about f riendship but exempli

fied it* The death of Socratesj while Plato was still in his early 

twentiesj robbed him of friend and tutor$ casting a shadow over his 

.entire life; but, for our purposes9 bringing an interesting idea into 

prominence* For it would seem that the rationalg clear-thinking



Plato 1@;never so unfair as when he writes of those things through 
which his master dieclQ Is it the part of friendship to vilify that ' 

'which harts ohe’s friend? as democracy is vilified by Plato? Or does 

he speak- here only as a pupil? And5 further^ is revenge an integral .

part of friendships revenge hy word if not hy deeds

,, iet' US consider firsthowever?, what Plato wrote - directly 
about friendshipo 'His fullest statement is in Lysis, though comments 

are scattered throughout his other writings^ and can never be wholly 

divorced from his ideas about love, (Especially as expressed in the

Symposium and Phaedrus»l According to St ace, "the common view of

his. iPlato11 sji time was that one-ought to do good to one's friends 

and evil to one’s -eneraies0 .This Plato expressly repudiatesc It 

-pan never be goodj, he thinkss to do evil. One should rather do good

to one’s enemies9 and so. convert them into friends," ® What we find •

in Lvsis, however0 as'so often in Platoisi an airing of the problem' 

rather than the statement bf' as definite a viewpoint as St ace: implies,, 

"For the possession of friends9 I have quite a passionate longingg," 

says Socrates in the beginning (211E)"but I do not even know in - 

what way one person becomes' a friend of another" (212B)| and, at the 

end, ’’what .a friend is, we have not. yet succeeded in discovering,'" - 

(2S3B) But ,-. as Lamb says s ” In one aspect of - the dialogue, the mere :y :

i . b. Ofo The Republic, 362. The Fate of a Just Man; 55S™*558,
Democracy'and the Democratic Man, ' -

■  ̂'Critical History of Greek Philosophy, p# 225; of, 220do

.̂ References to .the works, of Plato and Aristotle will' be: by 
number only in the text of the work. Please see. Bibliography for - : •
analysis into books, ' ‘ ; f  - y ; ■



■ ' ■ '' g ■ 'tone of Soorates is itself a lesson in friendship^" We also have 

olarifioation of the issue "by the decision of what friendship is 

not* It is not one-sided hut reciprocalj, for if "they do not set a 

high value on each other they cannot be friends0" (2150) It is 

not abject flattery? hut true and honest earing* (207E) Itis 

not for the sake of any other good (220B), but must be an end in 

itself* It is somehow eohneeted with natural affinity (221E)y it 

is based on need (though' the perfectly good would heed' nothing)$ , 

and it is itself a community of feeling: (which can include wealth), 

and has nothing to do with age* "Mo one who loves' or desires 

another would ever have loved or desired or affected him if he-had 

not been in some .way congenial "td.'him,. either in his soul, or in 

his character, or in his manners, or in his form*" (2.21E)'

In the dorgias we are told that "friendship- helps to bind
together the universe (508), a thought echoing Empedocles, and that 

it arises from similarity of- character* The Republic touches upon 
the subject directly and indirectly^ adding to what we already.know 

from •LvsiSo that “friends must b© as well as- seem good,", and that. . ,

love can only be given to those who are recognized as honest to all,

not just honest in one relationship* (834) .. ;

The Symposium - is concerned with love in general which is . 

"here treated with a sense of its universal importance and with a 

reach; and certainty of insight which do not appear in any of the 

other great religious or moral teachers*"® Important as a guide 

to our study as this comment is,.it is:equalled by the pronounce-.

 ̂Introduction to the- Loeb edition, 1946, p* 50 

9 Lamb, op, cita . - .



;merit- in the text that love is, an intermediary between the mortal; and; 
the iramrtale , ’'Cro-d with man does not mingles but' the. spiritual is 

the means of all-society arid .converse of men with gods and of gods 

with metto " . (202E) . Through this intermediary, men are abie to love'

~ each oiherg and because of this love9 to love Love more than ever? " 
recognizing it'to be "the best helper that.our human nature can hope ' 

i to find." (2123) . ' : " V . ' ■ ' ; W; ■

The Phaedrus contradicts the theory- that love is an:intermediary 

and maJces Eros a. god in his own rights who pours his super-human9 super-™ \ - 

rational power upon the man who loves him, ( 242E) We are told that .

friendship is the gift of heaven, a divine madriess only possible because 

. of the nature; of the soul* (,245B,G) friendship is' not'possessives .

spiteful, or jealousy It is. a hunt for the; beloved inspired by the 

'god#g and It aims at ■ bringing the beloved to he like 'the- lover and 

the god-he worships,, - (253) We are told, further, that ■ love begets . -

love in the loved one, that it takes place between the good, not . '

between the evil or the evil and the goods (2551,. -B) The more the ;•

- passion beireen men is under rational control, the deeper it will 

be,., and; that is why the philosopher will be the best lover, both 

the artist and the lover being aspects of the philosopher0 (256)

What Plato seeks, to-drive- home in this whole Dialogue, and partieu- ;

- larly in the exaltation of the spoken over the written word-(2740 

; 278), is that *'the-quest of truth must be the joint efforts of two

minds, the minds of teacher (or. guide), and. disciple, whose love

for one; another is rooted- -in their common love of truth, beauty, ; -

and goodness,, their common-pursuit of „ For to Plato'
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philosophy is love, that is to say -the who! e™ he arte d. passionate

devotion to a guest in v/M.ch the spul^s deepest need finds its -

f u l f i l m e n t I t  is this kind of activity that will reveal true

friendship| it-is this, sort of conroerce that will make us dear to

the gods and the gods dear to men0 ' ‘

Puzzling as are -the - different notes struck in the different
Dialogues 9 -there is no -doubt that they blend - into a harmony -that

eulogisee friendship and the love whence"it.springs^

If we. go back- to the various proposed explanations of 
the' secret of friendship#g@0itinay peeur to us that they 
do not3. .after all9 formally contradict one another* The 
common bond "between, the parties to the associations which • 
are all . correctly called...1 friendship® may be different, in 
different caseso Or rather  ̂the bohd-.betWeen the •'friends8 
may in every case be association in the pursuit of some ■ 
rgood9,'3 but .goodŝ are; of .very ̂ different-levels of value; 
and 'friendships! may exhibit the same variety of levels*
Thus it may be that the full and perfect type of friendship v . 
can oiiLy be-i-based- on common pursuit of the true: supreme 

■; good, and in that. case friendship in the fullest1 sense •
■ ■ will only be possible between -'the go ode0 Yet there may '1

be associations between men founded on the common pursuit 
of some good inferior to the' highest (eo go f the common ' .
pursuit of the 'business .advantagê  of. both parties; or the 

; common pursuit of amusement or recreation)* . These would '.
be 'friendships8 but of a lowei type; and It. may . quite.'.well 

" .. be the case; e„ goS that' a good man and a bad % one; or even
two bad meh may be associated in this 'inferior sort of •

;. 'friendship^ ii , -

Nevertheless 9 the highest kind, of friendship for Plato is that .associ- 
. - ated with rationality;. for. the good, and; the rational* are- too. ;elp.seiy ■

connected in his mind, for them to be divorced at: this the peak of hu=»
-... " : : ' ' - •-, • , man relationships*, ■- " ' . . v , . - ■

.Z” ' tu Hackforth; Introduction to Phaedrus. p, 10* . *

' 11 Taylor; Plato« the Man and his Works o* 73* :

1% Of* Nettleship; Lectures on Plato?s Reoublicn p0 - 225a



It should, 'perhaps# .be mentioned ±tt passing, that not all 

philosophers would agree with the sympathstio view we are taking 

of Plato8s theory of love and friendship0 Warner Fite, for example, 

in The Platonic Legend^  ̂ roundly condemns it as "full of the 

erotioism of sexual perversion" ' which platonists like A, Ee Taylor 
■ and Jowett pass over in silence or "surround as far as possible 

with the aroma of pleasant wordso" He is forthright in his ex™ 

position, countering the account Taylor gives of the Symposium 
withs ' .. ... ,. . ... , .. ' . ; .. ..

' : The topic of the' Symposium is Eros- (whence our ad.iee«
tive ferotic1)o But Eros, is a passion, the passion that 
drives men mad, leading.--them to all the absurdities (such 
aS sleeping on the beloved's doorstep) ever characteristic 
both of maidens and of boySo And therefore hardly to be 
compared with filial, paternal, of fraternal lovef much 
less with the ’Christian lose of one's neighbors The only 
parallel is the 'sexual® love of man and woman; and it is 
in the imagerŷ  of 'sex11 that the love of the Symposium 
is depictSd? ™

Bros is only heavenly, because4 it is peculiar to the love of boy for 

. boy,; "the love of a man for a woman being merely sexual* "HeVer ex= 

cept casually does Plato apply the term "love8 to the relation of man 

and. woman,-’8 Fite continuest

•At the climax of the argument, where love, logic, 
and metaphysics are- fused into one universal principle, • 
appears the phrase of&b&s to conduct
boy-loving rightlys 4 so when a man by the right method

13 Sew York, Londong Scribners, 1934,
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oi >oy=loving ascends from these particulars' .and begins

. . to.llse^bc that beauty^ he is almost able to lay hold 
of; the final secret* Such Is the right approach, or in-* 
duetion to love- matters^1 ^

Fite concludes g both from a study of the Symposium and the

Phaedruso that for Plato the key to spiritual experiences and the

only key to it , _is boŷ loyeg,; . ' 1 • . ; t '

■ i:ted what is chiefly expressed in these two dialogues - 
' (& point which the disciples will, not; make too clear) is 1

- a supercilious contempt for those who find satisfaction 
in the common affectionsg.in the love of wifeg or of 
children^ or it may' be of a woman who is not a wife0 Real** 
ly to get the effect"of, these dialogues coso^e must note 

. that Plato looks upon the common man0 0 s o as if they were : ,
: so many barnyard animalso, And this assumption of superior-1 '

ity underlies the whole of his: philosophy,,s „̂ piatos s en
thusiasm for boy-love puts him.9 ■ and puts So crat es and his 
■young: companionsg in the: same class with the circle of 
Os Car Wilde „ and; the -circle of the .ultra-'aristocrati eh- - 

• ;; French nobility depicted' by Prousto ■ . .:

If \ye accepted Fite’s view'of;Platonic loye? it would be 

comparatiyely simple to'show' how different from this was the Chris

tian conception* Fite himself says5 "To any: person who compares the 

impression/.derived from the four Gospels with the impression that he 
gets from reading the dialogues of Platop I think that nothing can 

seem stranger than the attempt to read into Plato the spirit of 

Christ*" But we have chosen the older and gentler interpretation

of Plato for which there is, as mu ch evidence g we think $ as for Fite’s 
point of view* ' . ' , ■

In general we will,summarize Plato5s concept of friendship. 

by saying that at its finest, friendship is a duality of minds in

tent upon the search for truth; that it is possible because of the

iiy p, 161* .. . ; 

20 Pp0 176-77* 

;21 $6 309



gods and the nature of our soulsg,, that it is progressive and pur-= 

posefulg aiming and achieving something both in the loved one and in 

the one who loves by means of the fellowship between them; that it is 

loyal and steadfast.® What also seems to be implied; by the continual 

emphasis on reciprocity* is that friendship tends to be between two 

-persons only9 and" is therefore exclusive; though the friends, them-* 

selves should have all things' in common3 even relationship with the
pOgods® ' There is more than a hint that it is to one's material ad™ • 

vantage to have friends.;', just as it. is'certailily to oners' advantage 

to be friends with the gods,, On the whole, however, the Platonic . 

conception of friendship is an acceptable one to. a eoiamon~ sense, 

standard, as it is expressed in the Dialogues and particularly in the 

drawing of the character of Socrates in Lysis® Even the admission of 

the indefinability of the concept strikes an answering note .in our 

'mindSs But there is an aristocratic tone about Platonic friendship •

. that is difficult to isolate in positive" sayings# Socrates, the . 

friend of all, is easy to envisage^ it is not so easy to imagine the 

man who wrote-as Plato did about slaves and. who seemed to have so 

little regard for,the Value of the individual, as the sort of friend 

we would wish to possess ourselves* And. in this matter of friend-* 

ship, as in .the .matter of justice, it seems singularly difficult to 

. divorce theory from practicê . Rationality ranks too high; as demo*

- cracy was never forgiven" for what it had done to So crates, so there is 

an uncomfortable feeling that we should not be forgiven if we did not

^^OfTrhaedrus« . ‘ -

v ' 23 Gf. Laws. 8870 „ Ft ̂ 370« Ft Tlmaeus 5 3D,
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Measure up to the PXatonie idealo Oonformity to Plato?@ pattern 

seems to be .demanded, and wewould perhaps agree with Fite11 s closing 

■ Wrdss "For him £plato| the spiritual life is exclusively •intellect*- 

ual'3 to be carried on in terms of logic and mathematics on behalf 

of iapersonally "greatr endsj and for M m  the only concretely great 
end of life3 in this world or the nexts is the body politico Of 
all the writera.-of antiquity he is perhaps the most eharacteristieally

and explicitly •pagan' „ Fite, lihe Popper $ thinks that Plat©8 s
1 ' " . " ^ . * ' ■ ' .":-v;

basl c category is 'Citizen, h@t individual^ . if we agree with this s. ;
we,-shall look in vain for a friendship * 'divorced from patriot! smo

What of Aristotle? ' : ■

: Two of Aristotle•s ten books in the & eomaehean Ethics

are given over completely to the treatment of friendship, and there are

numerous references to it in other-'Workso As in Plato, these references

are hot always consistent, but of one thing we are quite certain?
Aristotle thought friendship to be a /"good thing" = In one place,

, friends are bracketed with happiness,: justice, .courage, wealth, health

and beasts,, "for a. friend is desirable in himself and also productive
/ " : ; - ' - ' pg : ' -- - "  ̂ -of many other good things;w wMle in: another, friendship is said ' - ;;

to be nobler and more precious and praiseworthy than wealth, just because
; ■/ , ; ■■ - / ' 27 ", . - ‘ ; \ i

friendship is valued, for its own sakeo In the Hicomaehean Ethics, 

friendly feeling is called one of the passions of the soul (1105B22),while 

in the Rhetoric Aristotle says, "it is pleasant to loveoooand it

^Po^20o 25aP<, ̂18 „ of <■ Pop per, K o The Open Society and its Enemies «
Princeton University Press, 1950d 

26 ■

Rhetoric, 1362619°
' ^Topics, 116B57.
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is pleasant to be loved9 for this makes * a man see himself as the 

possessor of goodness,, 0to. be loved means to be valued for one' s 
own personal qualities*-" (1371117) Friendship3 then, is good, is 

productive of good9 is based on a psychological .needs; 9and is. pos

sible because- of the nature of odr souls* ; So far we have not: de

parted far from Plato* There is.the Platonic stress on sincerity”^ 

"we would; rather do good to a friend than, seem- to do, sd- (1184) § :dn ■ 

sharing"”̂  "if a. man -is a f ri end .he gives and does not lend" (950A32) 

and, "things which we can share with them are more: desirable, than 

things which we cannot share" (118A)s and on that desire of a 

friend to do what is, good for the friends (12614) But here also 

is the Aristotelian caution, and .common sensee The aim of the dis** - 

oussion on friendships, for example.9 seems to go so far as to jus  ̂

tify self™ love without off ending ■ common sense and: common- moral ideas c 

Both Plato and Aristotle seem to find a capacity for friendship in 

the nature of man as man^ ‘believing, it to be a necessary and ao* ■ 

ceptable pa,rt of character* ' ■ ' - • ■

Throughout the moral philosophy of Plato and Aristotle 
• there runs the conception of an order not only of the php» .

sical but of the mo Pal world, to which we must conform - if 
-. we would be .at our best? ors in other Words9 if We-would .. ,

. satisfy our natures: and along with this goes the kindred '
idea that the higher sature-;i.©9 so«,to- speakg - thp truth of ; .

: > the lo*er:s that is, that the-lower nature finds what it aims 
. at in the satisfactions of the .higher̂  Freedom, according
ly,. or doing what one wills, is not the power to satisfy any .

■ ■ ind ;every ; desires but the power: to satisfy those desires in
which the whole self finds satisfaction* 9̂ .

'And friendship at its bestj for both philosophersj is one of those 

Mettleship, opa, oit* , p* 317* '. , ':



'desires*  " ' . -

T Friendly relations with one’s neighborss 'and the marks 
by which friendships are defined^ seem' to have proceeded 
from a man’s relations to himself0 For (1) we define a 
friend as one who wishes and does what is good, or seems 

■ . . so , . for the sake of his friend, or (S) as one who wishes
• ' his friend to exist and'live, for his sake; which mothers - ■_

do to their childrenj and friends do who have come into 
conflict0. And (.3) others . define him as one who lives with 
and (4) has the same tastes as another, or (5) on© who 
grieves and rejoices with his friends; and this too is to 

. found in mothers most of all* .It is by some ,one of these: 
characteristics that friehdship too is defined* (1166A1-9)

In the ludemean Sthics9 a friend is defined more briefly*'' a "man be
comes a ’friend when while receiving affection he returns it, and- 

when he and the other are in some; way aware of thiso'' (1236A) 

Friendship here is an; extension of natural characteristics, the in

evitable result of the full flowering of natural potentialities,

' and mother-love is the best example of it that Aristotle can give* 

Nevertheless, Aristotle does make distinctions* - There are three 

kinds of friendship for him, and each has varying degrees0 These 
three;are the friendship of utility, necessary because no man is 

' self-sufficient; the friendship of pleasure, where;natural delight 

is taken in the society of one’s fellows; and the friendship of 

goodness, in which friend helps friend to live the best life* 
,;(1155B17«1156A5; 1169B3-1170B19) The friendship of utility may be 

. practised today but is recognized as pseudo-friendship, and Plato 

.rejected it* It ip a blatant self-seeking, for as soon as there Is 

no return from it, the friendship is dissolved* (1157A10-15) The 

friendship of pleasure would he universally recognized today, and. 

allowed conditionally, as would the friendship of common pursuit, but 

there is an uncomfortable ego cent ri city in the xvhole treatment of the



. suty ect 5 so tlmt it leaves ws sad rather than inspired,, Thi# need mot • 

meatig of . oourse.g . thatyit is the less trues The hooks eoneerned ?/ith ■ 

friendship' in the Mioomacheaa Sthies (9 and 10) are considered the most 
altruistic of Aristotle’s ethical writingg ;and they . are •eertainly' a ' - 
pleasant relief from his exaltation of the magnanimous man, (1112”1125)

, Hoss thinks that this part:of Aristotelien. ethics acts as a valuable 

corrective for the rest of his ethicsr though he goes on to says "Traces 

Of an egotistic view are present even in the account of .friendships as 

they should. he.s for friendship is not benevolence but demands a return*"' 

, Here, is a modern differentiation that may be no more acceptable^ 
and no more Christian, than Aristotle®s3 though it might fit.in with ’ 

what we know of psychology- For here we again, get the pmphasis on the ■ 

nature of man.' which is characteristic of both the. Aristotelian and the 

Platonic approach* Aristotle believes" that friendship" is based on the - 

love of a good man for himself * In Book I of the Mi coma.chean Ethics 

;he tells usthat friends are an 'important part.of the equipment that a 

man must possess in order to have happiness (  ̂at which

men do. and should aimo. The characteri'stics of friendship already 

given.above, which can be reduced to; disinterestedness and sympathy, 

characterise a good man1s relation to himself, though it is to be . 

noted that elsewhere, in referring to Platonic justice, he tellg us 

that self-relation is an ine-ccurate, because Impossible, description^ '

. (1138B5-7) Here he says the idea can he.entertained because man can 

. be related to .'himself in so far as' he is a dual or composite being* 

(1166A10-35) The intellectual element in. man is. here- said to be most;

^ ^ ‘̂ "^9^Sristotlea t>v 230, ; . -. -
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traly himself (ll66A15j 3 because when this controls his:li£e he has • 

most harmony within and most constancy* When a man is. good these 
relations’, exist within him; his friend is to him. another self j and - : 

therefore friendship, has these cha,r act eristics^ too* "It- i9».«*ebe- 

cause the good man has these various feelings toward himself^-«, and ■ 

because he feels towards his friend in the same .way as towards him- 

self^ that friendship also is. thought to be the test of the friend*" 

(116M30). To be virtuous 5 and virtue consists in these feelings $ is 

"the way both to be friends with ourselves and to win the friendship 

of others*(1166B25) "A man is his own best friend* Therefore he 

ought to love himself the most*?" (1168B5) On the other .hand, "the 
bad man ought not to be a lover of self 3 since he will follow his " 

base passions? and so injure both himself and his neighbors*" (1169A10) 

Aristotle seems nearer to the Christian conception . when he - 

says that the virtuous man "will if necessary lay down his life" for 

.friends and country (1169A20),• but this reveals itself as enlightened 

self-interest again* "For he will surrender wealth and power and all 

the goods that men Struggle to. win5 if he can secure nobility for him* 

self8 since he would-prefer an hour of rapture to a long .period of 

mild enjoyments a year of noble life to many" years of ordinary exis

tence, one great and glorious exploit to many small successes*"' A 

little farther he continues, " And he believes in the same - manner as 

regards honours; and offices also; all these things he will relinquish

• ;• dQ Ig unified; wishes and seeks his own good and therefore his
own existence and his own company; is-constant and steadfast*

q-i ; ■For a friend is another self*



to his friendp for this is noble and praiseworthy for. himself@" ' .

(ii69A2o-3o) -" . : .. ; ' ; /' .

. . Here«, then, we have what Jaeger calls a psychological and
sociological analysis of friendshipe^^ .Whereas in.the fefemean 

Ethics, “first ■friendship11 (trjfOva, Ae-ZU*.) had been very like the first 

principle- of friendship in Lysis (2190) from which all other forms ■ 

had been .derived ■ (ISSA., ■ B)> in the Hieomaehean Ethics Aristotle eon« 

structs the piettire- of'an ideal; friendship' based on a concrete moral 

value within the character.of the man himself* We. can ho longer leap . 

with Plato. - away from the earth to the higher, metaphysical reality, 

the god-given-gift, but become concentrated on the personality who 

is a friend* '.'Aristotle's idea is therefore not just another way of ' 

referring all social values to the general problem of value; its aim 

is rather to establish the independent worth of the moral personal-” 

ity, and in the last resort of human morality in general9 as opposed 

to the cosmic Good that is based on.the idea of Godo”^  .

■ "Although in many ways Aristotle retains "PlatoMo influence, 
here he turns away, from the Platonic God to empirical man* (115945)

Mow and then we. get a sublime thought - "And if men are friends5 

there, is no need of justice between them11 (1155A25) 5 offset by the .

.ealGulatory"friendship of pleasure and use (1157B; 1160A5), by un~ ' 
equal f riendship (11^3425) s and that which: is carefully, weighed

3,2 Aristotle a p> 245» ' . ■ : - " . -z



cmt (527)̂  - - While in its esBeBoe tsfri©ndsMp seemB to consist more 

in.giving tBan iB receiving aiieniidn" (I159A25)* this is not to be 
extended to those who cannot give like 'for' like> eo- g0? "inanimate 

thingss horses s Qxens nor slaves, as slaves .for these last are but.' 

living toolsr": though, to soften the last point9_ "friendship is pos" . 

sible. with everyone so far :as he is a human: being," :(1161B5) slaves as 

. slaves not qualifying for this deseriptiono "Friendship exacts what 
is possible, 'not what is due" ,(13,63510)> and" yet • :: i

even when A has lent B. a loan, B is not always bound to 
lend A a loan in turns A may have lent money to B, who is 

. an honest .man, eicpeeting - to get his money back, while B 
would have no hope of recovering- from A who is a rascal»
If A is really a rascal, the return he.asks for is not a 
fair one; and even if A is not a .rascal, but people^

• think he is, it would not be deemed unreasonable for B 
' to refhpe# .11165A5) ' / : V;;-':;V r- :.; . - ; . - .

" ' It seems obvious that Aristotle himself did not- always know

■ how.to classify friendship, nor what to include in its definition*

Unfortunately he Insists on trying to define it, and whereas after

reading Plato te feel that important points have' been introduced

• which must be kept in mind When considering the subject, even if no

"absolute classification has been made, we feel that Aristotle has

ossified the spirit of friendship by pegging..it down with words*

And this in spite of his oatition about. degrees of precision poS=*
gible in different subject matters, (1165A10) , where he echoes ■ •

the Platonic injunction that truth and knowledge "are served only by

It is interesting to note that this last had been altered 
from the Budemean Ethicsa where it was worth that decided the measure ■ 
of■friendship and honor to be accorded, not position  ̂ (1239A) " A

35 Including B*



"the word which is written with intelligence in the. mind of the hearw 

ery" (S67B) i/hile he shows his usual shrewd assessment of. the motives 

; and actions of rnehy here he discusses the kind of friendship most pre^ 

valent ih familiesg end what happen#- to friends who are absent too 

long. (1161B~1162)| and while he may. be right in rooting the feeling of. 

friendship so firmly in.self-love (1168&30)» it seems that this theory ' 

has too smoh calculation in it, (a. criticism wa should also be prepared 
to level at his esthetic theory as expressed in the PoeticsJ Is "wan%

. friendshipll: really- only possible with a few? (1170B20) I5ust there be a 

limit to the patient consideration we give to. our friends and the hope 

with which we survey their progress through life?:%1165B3"10):- Bo we- ;. 

need to possess "rights" in respect to friendship f even: if - they- are ■ 

self rather than legally established? (l235Aj':We tend to thihS: that'it 

is a step in the wrong direction from Plato to'say that friends must : 

Hot only be good; but good' to you* (l83Si.)*̂  it is a relief to find. _ 

the statement in the Budemean Sthics that some people "can't bear their 

friends should not suffer if they are suffering" (1246B) counteracted; . 

by one in the hicomachean■Ethics to the effect that "everyone is re« 

luctant to. be a cause of; pain to his friends "and will, "go uninvited 

ahd readily to. those in misfortune "( for it is the part of a. friend to 

render service** (li?lB2p.) $ but there is little advance on the 

notion' that men must be "tested like cattle" before admission to 

friendship.(1237B) in the contention of the Hlcomachean Ethics that 

friendship is the result of worth demonstrated and confidence won#,.. 

(1X56BS5) ' ' ; ,: 7  .: : "
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T/ihat in fairness -we .raisi noticej .however, is that the main dis
cussion of friendship by Aristotl© is in the context of politics#

■ Friendship^ he thoughts was the special: task; of political selenoe*

(1234B)9 and by this he meant the establishment of friendly? because 

just? relationships between people0 Wronged folk: cannot b@ friendly9 >•

he thought9 -and a great factor in government was to make the governed 

friends $ with the result that they would riot act unjustly but that 

each man would "put up withy and00oresents the right things in the " .■ ' 

.right way" (.1126BIO) 0 ' nevertheless9 here too he differs greatly from 

Flato 9 whose just state was to attain the harmony Aristotle also de
sired by communal ownership of all things^ Aristotle attacks this : ■

ideas, saying that “of the two qualities which chiefly inspire regard- y..;‘ ■ 

and affection— that a thing is your own and that ft is your only one-” • 

neither can exist in such a state as thlss" (l2##B20) Though he be-- - 

lieves friendship to "be. the greatest good of states and the preserya- 

‘five of them against revolutionsy" this will not. be attained, by doing 

away with the pronoun "myl1»<,:*yl,it is .clearly better that property 

should be privates but the use of .it commong and the special business

■ of the legislator.is to create in men this benevolent dispositione 

,Again how immeasureably greater is the pleasure when a man feels a 

thing to be his. own§ for surely the love' of self is af feeling planted

by: nature and not given in vai%:w (126 SB) ■ ; : ■ • .

Here9 therif we have explicitly.stated what -was only hinted at 

in Plato9 an exclusiveness which penetrates and affects all things 
possessed^ including friends* ■ Plato leaves us with an over-all im=*



pression. of friendship as a natural affinity? reciprocal in kind, 
which is assisted by the godsj because it.partakes of their natures 

and which is at its- finest when under the control of reason and'pur* 
suing a common task* But Aristotle centers the feeling more precise* 
ly® making- it come from a natural affinity which exists in a man’s 

relation to himself9 not to the gods* A friend becomes the extension 

of a man’s self9 having the duties and rights of a part in relation 

to its whole9 the security, of both partners being based in posses™

. sion* • Epictetus summed up the Aristotelian position when he sum* 

marized his own Stoic ones.

For be not deceived, every creature, to speak generally, 
is attached to nothing so ranch as to its own interest*,,** ; 
For the creature must needs incline to that side where ’I* 
and $mines aref if they are in the flesh, the .ruling power 
must be theref if in the will, it must be there; if in ex= 
ternal things, it- must be there* If then I identify myself 
with my will, then and then only shall I be a friend and 
son and father in the.true sense* 37

3? Discourses* Bosk,II9 XXIIo



Chapter IX ' ;'
Brosa Agapej and Philia

fhe great controversy that has raged- for centuries over 
the nature of Christian love and its @fflaities with and differene#8 

. from the pagan notion eannot be resolved here<> It will be neeessary* 
however £, to examine a part of, the controversy to determine what is 
relevant to bar subject» . . - •
• . One of the most eomplete: examinations of the problems in

reeent years has been the work of Anders Hygren3 published in three 
volumes under the title A^ape and Eroa° Aeoorciing to Hygren* fith© 
meeting of Agape and; Eros was Chri sti a.ni ty11 s hour of _• destiny o' Agape 
was the reversal of all the values of antiquityo51 In this studya ; 
onei;pf/itŝ aoet hble ';erities sayh'that Hygren : -

nadmitted that Bros, eame f rom the loins of . the dark Indo=
' European religiona».o o,but that / a change name over Eros: la , :

the adoption of if; by PlatOv and-Keoo*Rlafonismo It then' beg® 
to express the aspiration of the soul for the infinite, in. 
order that the soul should, possess the infinitely divine and 
inebriate'itself - with it,® life. In the working out of the 
. ideal Eroâ  beeame synonymous with egooentyic love s a love 
which is a form of ©upidity in thaf .it eearehes/f or' the' perfect 
fora of God in order to make itself blessed and .everlastingly 

V ' happy o ■ This'-'ideals i s the human' Ideal par/;ex©ellenee , and were 
matt left to himself s perhapss it could not be surpassed0 - Buta 
in facta the Christian faith reaehes an. altogether .different 
doctrine!,. one which puBhes -Eros baek into . the shadows« The 
true Sod manifests Bimaelf o . He is a Sod of f reedom. and mereys 
' and Hi a name is Agape0 .Between Him and the ereatures mans 
there .is ah infinite di stancea which man eannot crosso : The 
whole of the relation between Sod and man depends on Sod, on ; 
His eondeseenaion to love whom He :will and. when He willso  ̂
.There ©an be no question here of man11 s desertor man seeking

1 , - " ' ' . " - ' " ' . ' , - ■ : .' ' ... - ■ “■ ■ 'Hygren <i Ag.ane and BroSo Part I op»25=



to love God-so as to re.aeh his own hap nines So - God has all, 
the initiativei He creates the love in mans and it is with .

V a divine Igape that man iiws iEr God’s-loWa" • . -
. ■ ' This summary has■ been reproduced beeause it points up at :
ojaoe the central issue of both Hygren8 s book and the controversy 
as a whole. Iros and Agape are notso much opposed as completely 
different forces5, but as rivals; for the same funetion. It is not 

that the one i s wholly■self-oehtfed> and the other completely God- 

Centred] but that both are eoncemed vjith the Highest and the way 

in which men achieve this. The opposition with which we are 
eoneemed is not the flesh versus the spirit» man versus God, the 

real versus the ideal] the opposition is between- the sourees of 

love in man towards God. . Eros maintains that there is a natural 

Urge which impels man towards the highest he can know] Agape. 'Suggests 

that man is helpless before the Divine and can only come to the 

Bivine through God's activity. The implications of"the opposition 

will become clearer as we proceed]; here it is enough to be aware 
of the conflict., as. a whole. its''importance for our purposes is 

that jhilia is an intermediary concept between the twos sometimes 

being: wholly related to- f^oS j- sometimes partaking 9S '#08 ' and jgapea 

never wholly. identified with Agape though it is sometimes thought 

to be the free gift of God. / . .
.. i' Before we consider Ehilia in detail̂ , however„ we must have

grasped Hygren1s distinction. ®it Id a fact beyond contradiction/' 

he says, "that the ides^of Eros and Agape belong to two different



■' : ' v . : V ; : , v ; v';. v v /' : ^
spiritual worlds, ; They do not: stand for the same thing- in their 
respeetiw contextSj, nor can they under any oireumstances. be rightly 
. treated, as synonymso ” ̂ ■ Nygren quotes Wilemowitz-H&llendorf ' :

approvingly? "If the former {̂ Platojj knew nothing of Agape s so the 

latter fPauli knew nothing of Eros! and if they could have met and . 

converseda.they would have made nothing of one another"» the 

implication heing that the' loves of which each talked were so -v

completely different in origin, As the translator of Hygren1s 
book Sag©s: "Dr, Hygren takes the two words Agape and Eros, which %

are both translated 11 love8 j, but mean completely different things5 

and he ■ shows how the contrast of these two words is that of the 

Christian and Creek attitudes to'llfeo «»«Agape is the downward

movement of self-giving Divine love. But Eros is the Upward movement
• • -  : :-:s t ■ ■of the htmam soul to seek the Di vineo11 ■

Nevertheless a Hygren is willingto grant that the heavenly • 

(not the sensual) love of the Platonic Symposium is the rival to. 

Christian Agape® "The heavenly Eros is the highest possible thing 

of its types as set forth by Plato^ it is 0.3 ' spiritual and unworldly 

as it well could be,!l ̂  But the difference between the two is a 

difference of kinds, hot degree.0 She word, agape was introduced by 

St o Paul into the lew Testament as a teehnicai term toddeseribe the, 

kind of love that could not be designated by eros® Agape occurs 

only twice in the Synoptic,gospels, but it is obvious that throughout

? Nygrena opocit, p.24,

4 Wi 1 amowitz=?H;Bllendorf» Platon, vol»X»p 0 284»
^ A oGoHerbert, Trans .-Part I ® Agape ■and Ero s a pp . vyvi 

^ Hygrena opocitl "p«Mo '
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the Hew Testament ?sa new/kind of love is unmi stakably describe do” T 
This love is distinguished by the following-markss it is spontaneous 
and uncaused3 which means that there is no natural explanation of 
itj it is indifferent to human meriti it1is creative, giving value 

to .what is loved j and it opens up a way of fellowship with Sodo •,

In a neat little chart2 Hygren summarises his views Agape moving 

down the ladder and Eroe up the scales . ..

: ' : : ' ASAPE TH
..... .. 7 . ..... ' . . " ■■ . .ft

' '■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' " ......RELATIONS OF LOVE |
. .. .. . i

SROS " j
- i

.Fundamental . W 
Tern freely used , - | 
Term used with res. § 
Absent ^ 

....... %

Odd0 e "ot-m love ^ 
Man ’ s love toy man is 
Man’s love to-' @od % 
Matt!s love for himself &

~ ~ ™  V ■ J.
Ab6@atxfv : : A | 
Term used with reso 
Tern."freely: .used 
Fundamental

■ ■ i - ■ ' ■  .'i: - ' ■ . v  ■' reserm’tioBB ■■ g " - 
. - • - : . : : .. . 1

B"

Aristotelian iros has no marks in common with this Agape. 

Aristotle’s interest-is in man and the nature of.man^ and.where man 

is linked with the universe j it is always in natural rather than 

supernatural terms and bonds« Ihile- a few difficulties are presented 

by the nature of God and by man8 s highest activity of contemplation-p 

there is.little doubt that the loves and desires of humanity- were3 

for Aristotle, firmly grounded in the actual universeo His doctrine " 

of actuality and potentiality as an explanation of movement» and 

■ his linking: of desire with imagination which must have a praetioM

- B’Arcy, opocitopoSSo -.
. 8 - : ■■ - . A :. •' - : " ; - :. :

Hygren, opocitop«o5o
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objects effectively divide Aristotle from the view of 'agape 

; expressed by Nygrenp for there is no divorce between man and God 

in Aristotle! s schem©o ' wAnd life also belongs to Gods for" the 
actuality of thought is life3 and God is that actuality5 and God’s 

self-dependent actuality is life most good and eternalo We say 

therefore that God is a living beings eternal, most goody so that 

life and deration oontinuqus and eternal belong to God; for this 

is Sod."10 . ; . ; . : ■

With Flato ; howevers as we have'already seen $ man is 

separated from the divine, and seeke.for fellowship with the divine =. 

We are ©^ilicifly told .that love is an intermediary between men and 

©odj or is a god in his own right, and that union becomes 'possible 

through that love o Thi s might':,seem to link the Platonic eros with 

the Ohristian agape., but it fails to do this, because, while it 

does possess the fourth mark of agape - that'of opening a way: of 

fellowship with God “ and may even possess the third whereby it gives 

value to what is loved, there is no hint that it ever•possesses ' 

the marks of spontaneity and indifferenee to human merit,•. • What 

makes it possible for man to love God is the divine nature he 

possesses; he is -not dependent on the spontaneous and uncaused 

love: that flows down from the gods, but aspires to heaven under, 

his own powero And where he gains recognition-and help from the 

gods, it is on a basis of merit, as a reward for self-achiewmeht

^ Aristotle , 452625,,

10 opoCxto - ' 1G72B14o24,
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”The idea of the infinite vatee of the homan soul belongs to 
Platonisms not Ohyistianity'\^^ and this infinite value ie self- 
impartedo 18The love which is desire is .necessarily and always

determined by its object? it is good and bad according as the object 
is a higher or lower good88 $ ̂ 2 and when, this object is the (»oods 

the True, and the Beautiful$ then the loving soul realises its own 

likeness to the object and tries to grow in this likenesso The 

soul loves because it deeiree to realise itself, to beeome like ' 1

the object, to "possess the object, or to escape from its sensual 

selfd . '’Bros is man's eonversipn,from. the sensible to the super- 

'Sensible? it is the upward movement of the soul? it is a real ■

force, driving the soul upwards to seek the world of formso® -̂5 :
' ■ ■ ■ ■' • ’ ■■■■' . 1 4 . ■

Except for an odd example such as appears In the ..Tlmaeug, it is 

things that partake in Platonic forms, the forms do not participate 

in things - and here is: the: ciearest difference between the two ■ '

loveso Eros aspires? Agape descends, because its very nature makes 

it overflow,, Plato's best kind of love, . . , ' .

^  Translator' s Preface,- Aeane and Eros, p«xii.<-■

Hygren ? opocit» p0,lS <, ' ; .
. ^ 1 : A .. ‘ . ‘ : ... A. ■ .:A ■: . . A

• . Nygreu, op ocit o .. voioll , ,pol27<>
cf0 Taylor, opodto,po548, for discussion of puzsle concerning 

place of forms in' Timaeuso • .. .



^whether one goes alone or is led by anotherj, is to be.̂ ,n 
with the beautiful things that are seen here-j, and ascend ever 
ttpwardss ' aiming at the beauty that is above, climbing as it, 
were, on a ladder from onebeautiful body to two, and■from' 
two to all the others, and from beautiful bodies to beautiful 
aetiohs, and from beautifKl actions, to beautiful foms-of. 
knowledge, till at- last from these ;one reaches- that- knowledge 
which is knowledge of noihing else than .Beauty itself, so 
knows at last that Beauty really ±s«B

This Bros is born of lant and Energyi, that is, of a need within the
self expressed as a wi. 11 »to-haveo It is based, 1 ike Aristotle8 s, .

on nature,, and when the want is expressed as a Way to God, or to

aotiye-fellowship with:Rim, it is still for the sake of the self
rather than for the sake of Sode For Plato and for Aristotle,

man6 a. love for himself is fundamental to any other kind of lovdo

Friendship, love for another, is no exeeptiott to this @elf<=

derived.'type, as we have. seen. " Though Aristotle distinguishes

between kinds of love> and by - separating the love of desire from

th@ love of friendship prepares the■way for the Thomlst distinction

between amor concupiscentia and amor amioitiae, he reoognises quite

clearly that both are based ©n self-love. 45Each lower thing strives■

towards that wMch is higher, and seeks to become like ito This

striving extends from sphere to sphere lin the stars as a striving

for likeness to God| in the Sun as a striving to be like to the

Starsi in ever-growing, ever-decaying'Mature as the desire to become
like the Suno8n ̂  • The egoeentrlcity remains even when it is raised

15 . ■" - ■ ■ 'Plato, tpadesium. 211G o. . ,

^  Seholtz, of Aristotl e o Ero s an d Oaritas» p od2o £in
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to the heights of heavenly loveo "The ego-centri© type has 
normally been the dofflinant type;in the history of religion, from 
the earliest erude origins, to the spirittaal heights of mysticism»

«o oo<,A summit l.etel. of this 'development is reached- in -Platon-iam, 

with its synthesis of religion and philosophy* The great gift ' 

of platonism to the world is its intense love and longing for

the supersensible and truly real world of the Divine«11
. _ Ghristian Agape, then, was found to be quite free from 

the faint of human selfishness, - but it heeame profoundly'difficult 
for the great Ghri stian thinkers to relate that Agape at all to .

.man®s-endeavottfs.o If Eros and Agape are the only alternatives, 

there seems to be as insuperable a ehaam between man- and God as L -' 

between the Platonic particulars and their Forms» If is to 

bridge this gap that Augustine and Aquinas developed the idea of . ; 

Garitas, trying to show that the duality set up between love of ■ • 

self and love of God is a false ones "a true love of oneself is 

a loVe of (k)dg and a true love of God means that one cherishes 

on self as part- of God8 s purposes> ” ■ And we may be able to' show 

that Phi11a also was part of the bridge that united self to that 

Other, drawing 'its strength both from Agape and Eroso It is :

obvious that Hygren cannot help us to bridge the gapj he has made 

agape too pure to be basis of friendship, if friendship is connected : 

With- the self o "Nygren: leaves nothing in man with which grace

; ' Hygren, opocito p.16$
- '■ Q . - - - /. ' ' V - .- . ' - •

- Bgircyi, ;hp«cito ;po90«.' H : V -, V': -
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or Agape can collaborate,, apd ao lie can find no room for self-love 

in his concept of Christian Agapeooo oHjgren cuts the knot and sttnders 
8elf«loye ap,d grace# natnre and the supernatural completely. Thi& 

does n°t make peace between the two a but only a solitude in which ‘ 
Aga|ie withers. ® Hygren says that Christian loyê  in which he 
includes the love of neighbour'or friendshipi is determined 
altogether by God1s love for men.

nlty too^ is spontaneous and runeausedr| it is not called 
out by the attractiveness of the .human being who is its. objects 
but it acts v/ith ereative power to bring into being: a new 
fellowship with men. .. .Meastared by the standard of the Divine 
love, natural affection, is not love at all in the deeper sense$:■ 
but only a form of self.==lovea widened out to embrace alsbtthe: j ' 
person8 e benefactors. . .Gh'ri stian;,: love is a- reflection of God8 s own love fin this it has its pattern and basis.H t.t

This means that Christian love for others opposes self-love.

It comes from supernatural cause's. It is not the result of natural ; 

affinity „ but the inevitable, result- of the.; reception of the . love of : 

God. It is not a particular choices exclusive and personal, but a 

universal approach to all mankinds not a as with Plato $ for the 

conversion of enemies into .friendŝ  or-for any motive at alls•since. .
*Christian love has its pattern in the love manifested by Gods
■ " v.. - . . ■ : ;■ ; 21 ■ ■-therefore it too must be spontaneous^ uncaused, % Incaleulating,

, ■ . - . . 22 ' ' - ; ' ' unlimited and unoondltlonal.88 ' ■ , ' ■ ‘

■^D^Areys opodito pp. 96$. 71°
' ^Sygren» ©p.cit. pp. 68» 69s 70.
• ^yatsong translator of Agape and Eros. Fnrt IX B translates 

the word-rendered in Part I as 8uncaused8 a ‘unmotivated8s bringing, 
out. the meaning more clearly. . . -

. op.cito p.65. ’ . . ;



That this type of love is rarely demonstrated throughusa even 

if w© call ourselves Ohristiansg is obvious enough. But does this 

me an that we have left the realm of oommon=sense? ^Whether a love 

exereised by man belongs io that which passes away or to that which 

abides does not depend bn whether it is directed to -God or'to-- one11 s 

neighbour, it'depends simply on whether it is a natural human love,
■ - • ■ ■ : ' : : - : ■ 25 .or whether it is born- of the Divine1 Agape that never faileth.8 

Is not, this unfailing love. In' fact, the Mad of love that is ' 

demonstrated in the greatest Christian literature? The- love: of 

natural law, the complete obedience to a written destiny, mad© 

immortal in the plays of the aneientsg as for example in Antigone 3 
has been replaced, by and large, in the Ghristian era by the tales 

of' eternal love which- make death :s temporary parting between a twoo 

Augustine himself set the pattern in his love for his mother, and 
the long procession'includes Dante and Beatrice, Heleise and Abelard£ 

and,,iu- spite of charges of paganism levelled against him, many ■ 

pair's - of Shakespearean characters - Anthony and Cleopatra, Lear- and 

Oordelia, Desdemona and Othello. This kind of conception owes 

everything to Ohristianity, for the emphasis has changed from 

present happiness to -future -fulfilmento - -Efygren says that the 

Greek questions :lllow ean- I find happiness?11 gives way with 

Ghristiahity to 63What is good for man?" 5 the emphasis swings- from

a consideration of man in isolation to man and his relations under

Gods the temporal and actual emphasis of living becomes supplanted

^] :Sygren, opocitop.105*
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t>y the wider vision of the eternalo
5,The manifestation of the Dirane Agape is identieal with 

. the.coming of the llngdom» Thereby human life i a set at
onee sub apeei© aeternitaa = under the judgment of Eternal 
Lotoo The Divine Agape forces men to a deeision- that he 
cannot- evad©o Just because Agapê  consists in complet© :, 
reeklessnesa of givings it demands unconditional self-=givingo 
4s a force, that creates feltowahip :it> pronomcea' an 
annihilating judgment: on the self=@e©king,lifes whieh-̂  refrese@... , ;
to let itself ., be refashioned after. the pattern of Agape and - 
spurns the offered;fellowshipbn M  ■

how and eacrifi ce become the: cent re - of human relation Sj, because .

low and sacrifice have be come - the eternal link between men and

Soi| inevitably ethics and religion become fused in a way -quite ..

foreign to the Sreekso 63411 onr aeiione are tô  some extent

affected by our central loWob obThe whole man is:-in each .of our

actss- and that is why low does haw some say as to the .dress in
- : . - < : : ;: v . -v : as -which- we cloth© our irirtues gtod-yieeSott When Agape becomes 

central, then all relationships are affected, ideally if not . 

actually, and- friendships, together with all other, personal contacts, 
become seen, and are therefore affected by being, sub specie aeterniiaso 

Augustine was perhaps the first Ghaetian. philosopher to try \ . 

to free purely human love- from the' taint of self=inwlwmehi so 

securely pressed upon it by Aristotle & ;i ■" ; % : i., .

’ “The real problem, as the Catholic thinkers saw - it,' was - 
. to allow for the full force of grace and Agape, and also, for 
. -participation, in the new eupematural friendship.o«
With our natural knowledge we can have some idea of the

•24 Wygren, op.cite p<>74»
25 .:/ D”Arey, opocit» pc80



■ goodness of Godj we can see that all good and lonely things
are but a reflection of His goodness and that they come from
Iliiiio But in the Christian Revelation we learn a new lesson 

. . about God? we. are given the power to understand that God ia
• ' our Father, that His nature is love, and that He intends us :

to share His low with-us-and give’us: a vision of His essential 
loveliness. The a@t with >-jhieh -we respond to this invitation 
is supernatural eharity.11 ■ .

Aooording to Hygrenji there can be no atoor amioitiae between

man and Sod, for this is a friendship of equals, and man is subject
to the Sovereign L o v e B u t  Augustine makes the response of man

to Sod part of the nature of man which has made him restless until 

he finds himself in Sod, and hl@’ GohfeeslonS'are,' among' other things, 

a. paean of praise for the friendship of Sod to himself« , - "
8 Our true Life . eame-down, hither, :.and bore our . death, and - ; 

slew him, out of the abmdance-'of His own life? and He thundered, 
; ealling aloud, to us to return hence to Him into that seeret 
place, whence he came forth to usi, first into the Virgin's 
womb, wherein He espoused the htman'creationj, our mortal flesh,, 
that it might not be for ever mortal....For He lingered not, 
but ran, calling aloud by words,: deeds, death,; life, descent, 
ascension? ,crying, aloud to us to return unto. Him. And He 

■ ■departed from our eyê g that we might return into our heart, 
and there find - Him=a

For Augustine, as for Aristotle, the love of Caritas is different

from the love of ouplditas, but both stem from the same. souree in

mano Man always desires,, but what he- desires is the mark of his ■

kind of love. 8This is our life, to be exercised by loagLngo8

Though he acknowledges the '&od~given Agape which makes itself

known to men by grace, Augustine believes this grace, enables a man

^ D ’Arey, op.eito p.78-79=
2 N̂ygren-, opocite. p.68. .’ '■
28Sto Augustine, Oonfessiohgo Book If. Oh.XII» p.51.



v: ■ ■ 51
through the caritaa withins to love Sod rightly so that he may .

love both himself and his neighbour rightly too<> ®As charity

grows in yous working upon you and feeailing you to the likeness 

of Godj it extends even to enemies, ooThe measure of your growth : 

in charity is the measure of your approach to the likeness? and
. . . ■. - ; ■ . 29 ,, ; .
in that measure you begin to be conscious of God,® ®Love

is rightly due, not only to all those spiritual beings$ angels or 
men, with whom we are linked in a common relation to God, but even 
to the body which depends- on God through us for its well-being,11 

®Ii is not that the creature may not be loved: if that love be 

referred to the Creator*- it ceases to be cupidity and becomes 

charity,!' ̂  nEvery man loves his neighbour as himself* if he loves ' 

God| for if he does not love God, he does not love himself,

Here there is both a Platonic hint * like calling unto like, - and an 

Aristotelian one* in that men are united by their natural dependence 

bn a first cause,' But here also, is the purely Ohristian'emphasis 

on motive: It is not s© much what one does* but how one does it* 

the suggestion of a doctrine that was to find its full expression 

in the ama ©t fao ■- quod vis * the complete reversal e# -Aristotelian 

calculation, .' / " - ' , . ■

®  Augustin*, lrula_Es.»!lX.5.:

■ ^  B. Bp,tr.0hrist.i.22. ■ :
; '■ . - ' ; - - ' ' : • ' ' ' 

15 De Trin,i%,15, ‘
- ' 52 ' : - .

; , " . m- Jp»Ev,Tro67°i°
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For Augustine, then, Oaritas links Agape with Eros, while

being of the same origin as IrpSo God8's love is the expression of
55 ; ■ ' : : .Will , while ours is the expression of desire. His love overflows

in benevolence, for this is the nature of it; ours seeks and strives

to satisfy a want which is natural but which is always for something
other than itselfe namely God. The Greater cannot need His creatures,

but We need God, because all our good is #erived from Him and depends
' : 54 ;on Himo Pure human love is the desire of God only, but it is the

desire for Him, and this, according to Uygren, taints the love with

, selfishness, making it one with Eros rather- than Agapeo This taint

is even more pronounced in the love of man for his neighbour, as 
55 ■

Augustine admits , and it is bound up with the unsatisfactory ttti~

frui doctrine: *To enjoy is to cleave in love to something for its
own sake (amore alicui rei inhadrere oropter se ipsum)| to use is to

: 56
refer the object of use to the obtaining of what is loved. 11 

W© rightly use . all; that, is meant to help us in our pi lgrimage to 
happiness, to Godj our temptation is to Vbreak the journey" and enjoy 

what we should use. God shall be "for you whatever you have loved, 

heera then to love the Creator in the creature, the Maker in the thing 
made, lest you be held by that which has been made by Him, and lose

57 . ' 'Him by whom you also were made." If the world and our neighbours

55 ■ • ■ ,■ . ■' ■: : ■ ■, : :Augustihej De.Gen.ad ° Litt, 1,11.
54 : :" . En=in_Psocxlixo4o
55 / ''

8 Serm. 128, 5« ;
56 . . " De.DoetfoOhristo1.4. ■
57 r " ' . - : ; ' ' - n :" En. in Ps«XXXlX»8o ■ :



are merely used, they can help us on the way of Qaritas to Q-ods but, 

if they are enjoyed, they become hindrances and drive us on the way 
of gunidltas away from Godo We are reminded of the Summary of 
Perfection"1 of Sto John of the Gross?

"ignoring the created and inferior 
Remembering above all things the Creator?
Attention to the life that is interiors 
For the Beloved love that's always greater,"

' ‘ V  ' Augustine■never cbnsiders disinterested love. He
''haS'no ^oom for a love to which is,, in the strict

sense of the wordj, :unmotivatedo Even when he says that ©hristian 
' love" to neighbour ia not simply the naturally motivated love for 

a kinsman', friend- or benefactor, but is love- for the neighbour : 
precisely as man& he still does hot mean an unmotivated love in 

• ; the primitive Christian senseo The love he means is not concerned 
. with, the neighbour; in- his concrete situ at i on» but with his 'nature.8 
as created by God;,, and furthers love- finds a motive even -here in 
the thought of the. potential worth in the neighbour, which in 
futurexmay beeme-.actual:« fh© ©hristian ought to love all men., 
since none dan know what a man may become tomorrow who today i s 
evilo" (of» De yera reli. xlviiio95<>

This lack of disinterested love in Augustine was the more ' 

disturbing to later ©hristiah philosophers because, of their knowledge - 

of the pagan Gieero ° "True - friendship,a says haelius in De Aaicitiae,■ 

"must be sought not in hope of reward or by any advantage accruing 

- f reer it, but because the whole fruit of it is contained in love 

itselfo18 This selfless loving in one who |?ae not a Christian
compelled Abelard a Aquinas s Bernard s and Luther to try to find out 

more exactly the relation between phi11a and eros, agape and•earitass 

in the hope that the uti^frui ideas of Augustine could be abandoned.

— r
St. John of the Gross s '-SsSEBoXHl. Trans .Roy Campbell

^%ygren, op.eito vol.!,. Part -II:. '
40 ' " ' • '
Oieerog De AmlOltiae, ix.



Abelard emmsiaied the pagan view tn eenne^tion with man1 a friendship 

With Geds, making this fellowship rest tapon disinterested love and
... ■ . . '■ 41 ' •'

nothing else, to the consternation'of the eharohe . Sto Bernard
tried to exettse the - egocentric!ty of man's lovê  suggesting-that'

the Fall had been the-oec a si on. when what had been made by nature
- to flow''towards and serve the author of"nature« was yoked to serve .

v . : ' - . - 42  ̂ : . - :- the body1s needs first of alio But it is St. Thomas Aquinas

who g in his tho roughgoing waytries to re so It© the conflicting 

elaitns by going back to Aristotle himself <>
"from Peeudo=Denys he j[Aquinasj took the -maxim that low is

_ . _ is. a. .lunitive. -power.1 and reoonoiled it with the egoism of the
A. 1 - - -Aristoteli-antheory :that': self=love .is .the form and root of . , .:

friendship^1 by the argument that the Unity of the individual 
.... - must be the prineiple ©f union ̂  the lees, complete unity realisable- 
; ; '  between' one "individual and. anothero ■ The. same argument re=

- ap pear s ■ when Thomas is - defending .his most: flagrantly un=- ■
Ghristian--thesisi- 1 that, a man should- love: himself in- charity 

-• ; ' more than his neighbour® 1 '1 Because unity ranks before,-union? - a-
' - - man rs own share in the divine good must rank higher . as a-moti ve

of love than, the assoeiation of another with him in that sharing® 11 
( SoToll:oIIa-s»'gs 26sao4o ) The true line of Thomas 8s thought points 
rather to union as the higher unity? to esoape from the 'Illusion 
of the-closed individual8 in a widening of the boundaries of the 
. self I and we • may- doubt .whether-he - would .have committed -himself. - 
to an argument as fallacious, as,it is revolting to Ghristian 
conscience? if he had not allowed the emd® individualism of 

‘ Aristotle to impair his own deeper intuition of the Agape which 
takes a man?- even as it had taken God?"out of himself

Sto Thomas1s general trend follows the division amor concuplscentiae

and amor amioitiaea the latter being love simpliciter p in which the

■ A\ - - ' .:Abelardn Expos® in So»Pauli ad Rom.III. (in Burnaby,see Index)

^Bernardo Be BellgoDeso VII°IXo Yin Burnabv. see Indexl

45gumaby» Amor Dei, p® 269»



object, is loved 8for itself.8 and not ’for the sake, of anything 
. else8 o fhere are appropriate objects of love for the■natural .

_ passionsj ©r appetiteSs of the soul, and that which sails forth 

amor amicitiae is that which is like the passion which called 

it fortho 11 This likene@ss eonnaturalnessa or eorrespondene® . .
©f naturess la the necessary pre=8uppoaition or postulate of 

that union between amans and amatuma lover and beloved

®Herej, theB, we encounter just that feature in the 
Aristotelian account of Fhilia which seems most ineompatible 

■■ with the character of Agape in the Christian sense =• the 
' love which is. so little dependent upon likeneas a.s- to show 
its nature most fully in forgiveness»= ooOharity is a- 
friendship between man and God; and all friendship is founded 
super all qua e oiatgunie atione a upon the fact that something is 

. possessed in common

It would seem that here we have not moved far from the

natural affinity notion of Plato and Aristotle-, that there is -

©©thing peculiarly Ghristian hereo

^Like Augustine Thomas aim® in •his, theological work at 
producing a unified view-of Ohriatianity subsumed under 

. iovel ) His basic Idea can be summarised in two sentences$

. (1) everything in Christianity can be traced back to /lovej . ’- 
; and (2)-'everything in; loye can' be traced, back't© self-love0.. 
ooo oli does not escape Thomas3 howevera that his basic ■
of love .accords'badly with Christian love, which 1seeketh 
not its owno l o o o oFollowingo oAlbert Magsus; he • introduces 
the Aristotelian doctrine of friendship into hie doctrine 
of loveo He continuess it is true^ to maintain that all 
love has its roots in self-lovea but he does not think it 
is therefore right to set down all love as selfisho We-, 
must,■distinguish. between: -* =»o o«acquisitive love and the . 
love, of friendshipo . ( SeToII»! oq»xxvi <.art =4 omovi„p»190)

^  Bttrhabys op o cit e p. 266,
45 - - «• „ : .: ^



Oaritas is love of 'the latter sorto The Ohrletlan loves 
' Gods, himself and Ms-neighbour with the love- ef'friendship 
or benevolence 8amor amicitiae sive behevdlentiae *,

However we look at it, friendship for 8t<, Thomas is

nearer self than God̂  beeause it comes from the nature of man

and not from Agape 3 though it has affinity with the Love of God

beeause it is llikel) ito We are reminded that Sto Thomas does
not treat much of original sin, and believed that it was

deprivation rather than a complete fall from .©race, thus allowing

him to hold that not all the hattire1 of : man was in need of

redemption. Amor amicitiae must come from this godlike part
of men, which is of the self and yet not selfish, a difficult

and unsatisfactory doctrineo
Duns Scotus, coming after Sto Thomas, saw that if this

selfish yet selfless, desire of men were allowed to ally itself

with Agape, contamination would resulto He is adamant that self=<

love can have no part In the love of God? but he goes.further than

this to say that philia too can have no part in pure$ disinterested

love6 Where Sto Thomas and St. Magustine had tried- to compromise .

with Aristotle and the view that some selfless love could come

from the self, Duns Scotus is forthright in his eondemnationo

■ 11 The desire of charity. ° .whether for self or. for neighbour,
is wholly subordinate to the self-less, love of God 'for His 
Own sake1o o»oIn his seal for pure love. Scotus is compelled

Hygren, op.cit» 425=426°



to eliminate not only Bros but Philia <= not only the 
desire of- perfeotionj, but the delight of a realised 
intercourse between persons^ for the friend can only 
be loved as my friend} my alter ego, and therefore as 
good for me» Ifhen we consider what is left, we see 
that it is no more than that absolute self-prostrati on 
- before, transcendent goodness,, that uttermost, acceptance 
of God8s holy willa which we call worshipo847

But can this worship be the kind of love that dhri stians
should give to their friends?

Luther at least thought that this love was a deifying 

things 11 by which a man is placed between God and his neighbours 
as a medium which receives from above and gives out again belows 

and is like a vessel or tube through which the stream of divine 

blessings must flow without intermission to. other people. See» 

those are then truly godlike (gottformiae„ deiformls ) meng who 

receive from God all that He has in Christs and in turn shew ; 

themselves also by their well-being to be, as it .were, the-gods
. - . .. 4® . - -of their neighbours," This love is God#s agape, spontaneous

unmotivated, groundless, and creative, Luther counters . 

Augustines "And this i s’ the love of the Cross (amor cruels) born 

of the Cross, which betakes itself not where it finds a good to 

enjoy, but where it may confer good upon the evil and the needy.,n 
We go to God only because Re came first to us? we love others ■

^Burnaby, op,cit, po275, .

Luther, Weimar Ausgabe,10,1,1,0,100,9, (lygren,op,cit,

^Hygren,.op,cit, p,508,quoting Luther, '



only because fie first showed us what love was likeo

was the refinement of the Oarltas' doatrine by 
mediaeval theology-vrhich brought Luther to the point where 
this doctrine hai to be broken.dowtto He found-this 
sublimated idea of Garitasin Occam and Biels wittotheir. . 
demand for a penitence and contrition based not merely on 
fear and acquisitive love's but on a pure and unselfish 
love of Sods This demand becomes even more pointed when 
the authors-mentioned above affirm that man is able 8ex 
purls naturalibis1a by his natural powers alonea to love 
Bod above all thingSo It was this theory which Luther
in the monastery tried to put into practice in his own 
lifeo" 50

Luther failed to achieve the love of God by his own 

ef fortsg just- as he failed to be in charity with all men by 

his own effort, to put the demand for godliness and charity 

upon our own nature "spiritually is far more deadly, since it 

makes the law impossible to fulfill and thereby brings a man

to despair of his own strength and. abases him, for no one is
- . , - - --v ;■ - 5X

without anger, no one without lust? such are we from birth»"

So Luther, as well as Sebtus, shatters the synthesis that 
Augustine and Aquinas had tried to make between Agape and Eros, 
showing that however spiritualised-and sublimated, Eros still 

retains its egocentric character just because we are fallen 
ereatmreso Agape alone is Ghristian love, and this comes-as a 

free gift from God, and with It comes freedom and wisdom to

supply the needs of others« ^The imperative of the law is
* ; 5>X'St 'exchanged for the indicative of the gospel."

50 ■ '.fiygren, op.cito pD 476=
5\uther, ed.eito, I, p.lOSo (See Nygren in Index)
51a' ... .Luther,ed.citp,X,l,2,pol58o bid.



, . 55We 11 then» for such a Father, who has so prodigally
lavished upon me His blessing@j I will in return freely$ 
30you@ly> and for nothing do what is well-pleasirig t©
Hims and also be a Christian towards my neighbourp as 
Ohrist has been to mei and X will do nothing except only 
what I see to be needfulj, useful and blessed for him? 
because I indeed through my faith hate enough of everything 
in Ohrist

Hot only love must be givea * but 11ost love *, the direct opposite 
of rational calculation̂ , and though it be deceived again and 

againa it must still go on lovlngo For this love is "round and 
whole j, the same to one as to another 911 and without respect of. 

pereenso A good tree o-.##ot:, pgo#a@e bad fruits, but those who 

are friends to special people alone, are. mixed in nature, being 

both good and evil o' Such a counterfeit nature "behaves itself 

as if the gold should remain'gold in the hand of Sto Peter, but 

in Judas8 s hand become-'ashes

Here, then, we have again the characteristically .

Christian note being struck, as it was sounded by Dun® Scotus, 

a Christian view of love that is appalling in its demands» To 

see whether this universality in loving, this selflessness in 

loving, this complete and utter recklessness in loving, is a .

tenet of Ohristian teachingj we must turn to the gospels themselveac 

But before' doing so, we will exwine the writings of two Christian 

philosophers’, writing after seventeen centuries of Christianity, 
to see if there are striking differences between what they have 

to say, w d  what was said by the ancient SreekSo

52Ltither, edoCito-SlX °P°55 

^Hygren, 0paCit.po5 1 2 , quoting Luther as Footnote.
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It should be mentioned in passing» that although Plotinus 
Seems to haw a vlex» of 8©d that is remarlcably like the 

Ohristian agape though he'himself 'calls- it eros the resemblance» 
aecording to Zeller# and Hygren who quotes him# is purely 
superfioialc "The one speaks of a Descent of the Godhead to the 

lowest depths of human weakness# the other calls for an ascent 

of man to superhuman divinity,, "According to Plotinus

and the 'Alexandrian world-scheiae1 # there are two movements in 

the cosmic process# and that in different direetionss (l)'the 

downwhrd' way6 “ all that exists has emanated from the divine On© ■ 

=• and (2) ’the upward way' = all things stream back to their 

Divine source# Bros has a place only in the latter# the

ascending movement# and the descent has an exclusively cosmo-
■ ' ' . , ^55 ■: , :logical significance#”

^/^"Zeller# Philo so ohv of the Greeks, p=444=
■ 55''

Hygren# Opocit# vol#li# part II# p# 549°



CHAPTER 111

Kant and Ei

Arbltrarily chosen^ a superficial eonsiderationof their 

philosophies, suggesting that they might represent the ..extremes 

within the Christian tradition, Kant and Kierkegaard in fact 

have been found to own much in common;, so far as their notions. 

of love ami friendship are eoneernedt- .. While the Existentialist. • 

seems far removed from the Rationalist, there-"appear to be ; 

marked similarities in'their overall vieWj not least being the 

stress on personal responsibility and opposition to, authority 

arianimo fhe 'ehief and most obvious differehees is the; ■

. Kierkegaardian subjeotive approach in eontrast to the Kantian 

objective one« together with the correlated •abgence or presence 

: of systemo

It is of interest to our purpose to note that Kant8 s 

mother diedj> when he was aged s through an act of friendship <,
To set an example to someone she was nursing ill with fever, 

she swallowed a medicinal draught which induced a rigor and- 

resulted within a few days in her death=

Kant himself had many friendss and “this son of an artisan



was buried like a king. When the rumour of his death spread 

through the towhs the people flocked to M s  houses demanding 

to see him?. On the day of his funerals the life of the town 
was at a,standstill» The coffin was followed by thousands* . •
while the bells of all the churches iolledo Ifothing like this

O 'had ever happened before in EBnlgsberg3 say the chroniclers."

This popular side of Kant ie rarely remembered. Schiller and

company did their work we11* and Kant is most renowned for the

rigorousness and austerity of M s  moral system* rather than for

his great love for ̂mankind. -. gchiller mocked;
: "(Jladly I serve my. friends, but alas* I do it with pleasure 
Hence I am plagued with doubt that I am not a virtuous 

"  - - ■ 1 . : ;  ' person.8 ;■
: 8 Sure * your only recourse is to. try to despise them;

■ ‘ ' entirely. '
And then with aversion to do what your duty enjoins you®8

This is to misread and misinterpret Kantian ethics

woefully. As Baton says, 8 a truer view of Kant'a ethics will
show M m  as the philosopher, not of rigorism^ but of humanity." /

When he opposes coquettish ethics to morose ethics, Kant favours

the latter, but he adds: 8Its morality is strict and precise.

But its hostility to pleasure is a mistake. To correct it* we

must remember that morality and happiness are two elements of

the Supreme'(Ibod, that they differ in kind, and that a wMlst

' ' " ■  . . ■

. Popper, Philosopher oftthe Enlightenment, Broadcast Talk,
listener, B'ebo 18,1954s p.2pl. . .
V  ^Pafon. The Qategorical Imperative, p. 198°,



ihey mast be kept distinctj> they stand in necessary relation 

to one anotherq The moral law eontaine within it a natural 

promise of happinesss it telle me that.if I conduct myself 

so as to be worthy of happiness I may hope for iti here are 

the springs of morality and morality thus has a necessary

relation to happiness.Happiness is not a ground, not a
: ' Aprinciple of morality , but st' aec@@s#^iGoreMary Of itroW 

And ite aays - again In . is "not marely

h e ' - - h a p p y m a k e  ourselv©®
happy0 and this is the true morality,9

Nevertheless^ we knew'where Schiller has found M s  

ammunition^ Rant is the exponent par excellence of duty for 

duty•s sake, unrelieved and unattended by inclination* Growing 

Up in the severe German variety of Puritanism called Pietism» 

he knew both the worth and the danger of rules» And he came 

to-the conclusion, in spite of looking back with horror to Hthe 
slavery of childhood," that tutelage- was a necessary preliminary 
to freedomo He wrote: HThe person whose feeling leans towards 

melancholy, is cailed melancholy, not because he broods in morose 

heaviness of heart robbed of all the joys of life, but because, 

if his emotional reactions were to be enhanced beyond a certain 

measure or were to be misdirected for any reasons, they would

ICant, Lectures on Ethic s, pp=77, 252= 
5 # ibid.



;   \ ; «
more easily tend towards that condition than to any other-11 And
in another place he say as "It is proper that a man spends M s
life in order to teach many at one and the seme time how to

live, in which ease the saerifice- of M s  own life is not. to be
ponsideredo*1 It is as though the system he devised with such

meticulous attention to data!1, was in the first place to guide
and rule himself, and secondly tc help others how to guide and .

rule themselves with maximum effect and minimum paint It is as

though he had discovered, through experience, that in order to

be steadfast, in order to be completely master of oneself, the

emotions must be governed by the reason :acting in the' service

immutable principles» The melancholy person he thinks "is a

severe judge of himself and Of others -and. not rarely is di sgusted

with himself as. well as with the war IS P" and '|5© have a shrewd
suspicion that'he is speaking of himselfo

Friendship is no exception to the rule of acting on 
principleo As his mother gave her life in the performance of 

duty, so all relationships should be conducted according to 

principle, not inclinationo Friendship 'itself is one of the 

Ideas of Pure Reason, -so that, no example of it is possible; all v 

that can be found is a weak, defective attempt to approximate 

to the perfection that is heuristic and not actualo •

^Kant, Essay, and Fragments, included in Sehilpp,
Kant11 s Pre°Qritidal Ethics, £548??'..- .<••>«■ •



#
^Priendship is an Idea* because it is not derived from 

,experieneeoooThe maximum reciprocity of love is friendship,
'• - and- friendship is an idea because, it is the measure by which

we-can determine reoiproeal loveo The greatest love I can 
have for another is to love him as myself= I cannot love 
another more than I love myselfi But if I am to love him 
as t love myself. I must be sure that he will love me -as- he 
loves himself, in which case he restores to me that with 
which I part and 1. dome back to myself again« This Idea 
of friendship enables us to measure friendship and to see 
:the extent to which it is defectiveo”?

The Ideas figure in his three great Critiquesc They

^cannot be contained in any sensuous form-, but.„»may be excited 

and called into mind by that very inadequacy itself which does 

admit of sensuous presentation«H — These Ideas concern the 

sublimep and the sublime can neither be understood nor related 

to purpose, nor found, in nature.
11 Sublimity does not reside, in any.of the things of nature, 

but only in our own mind, in so far as we may become conscious 
of our superiority over nature within, and thus also over 
nature without us (as exerting influence over us.) Everything 
that provokes.this feeling in us including the might of ntture 
which challenged our strengths is then, though improperly, 
called sublimei and it is only under pre-supposition of this
Idea within us, and in relation to it, that we are capable of,
attaining to the ideas of the sublimity of that Being which, 
inspires deep respect-'in .us, not by the mere display of its 
might in naturep but more by the faculty which is planted in 
us of estimating that might vdthout fear, and of regarding 
our state as exalted above it.8^

Here we have a hint at that feeling of respect or rewnence 

for humanity as. humanity» which colours all Kant8s ethics and 

one of his moat notable contributions to its study. For, although

7lant p., Lecture s on Ethicss P .202.
& ;■

8 Gritique of Judgment, p° 24-6°
9 -V . - ■ '

a op.cit. p.264.



Ideas of Reason are but heuristic principles and we have no 
knowledge that they are either true or correspond with anything 

actual# yet they have the power to enlarge our eapabiiy"for 

experteneev Though 18human- reason was not given strong' enough 
wings to part clouds so high above us# clouds which withhold • 

from our eyes the secrets of another world#”®  yet the Ideas 

connected with that other world enlarge our experience in this 

by calling attention to the remarkable powers of our reason 

which can govern and control our sensibilitieso The sublimity 

which has no reality in the natural world# is recognised by 

means of *:reŝ pct for our own vocation# which" we- attribute to 

an Object of nature by a certain subreption (substitution of a 

respect for the Object in place of one for the idea of humanity 

in our own self the Subject); andthis feeling renders# as it 

were intuitable the supremacy of our cognitive faculties on the 

rational side -over the greatest - faculty;.Of - sensibility^*
Somehow# in a not quite adequately:enough-explained fashion# we- 

experience our own sublimity # our own connection with the %enmenal 

world# by projecting onto natural objects that which is only of 

ourselvest. The trite .sensual experience # allows us for a moment' 
to enter the world where we- are sove reign# not servants# the 

world beyond; reason where perhaps only reason reigns»

' ®Kant# Dreams of a Spirit Seer* po,121<.

■ %   ̂ Oritique of JudgmentoPo247° %



We are. reminded of "bhe triumphant- words of Sto Sylvesters :
tell yettz, let the spirit eomplain oi' the flesh no 

: mor©o It is the prison v/hioh. makes men. freeo I tell ■ you»
this flesh, is the condition ©£. their immortality^ . For in,
. mastering it. dpes.'the. mortal beeome’-immortals -and. humanity ■ 
pass to theproudgodso Let you but lookata man"a eyesi ■ 
■$he- bessts ,run.:downeast-i,' -looteitig at the earthj, but the very, 
faee of man is witness to. his majestys alone, on earth he 
■rears his saered head. to the:, starso,«»<>Earth to earths but 
be thou heaven’s familiar8 and let your eyes depart not ' 
from those high place„51

For. this is the Kantian thesis^ that man has the eapaeity to be

mighty® if he will only sehool hiaaelf to know rather - than to
seasep. to act rather than to react ® to ally himself with- the-

uniwersal within rather than with" the particular without» to.-.'##' ■ '

moral and eo rational»"rather than pathological beeauee-sens®” .. '

r idden o _ ' ; .; ■ ■■ ■ . - . - '
As reason Is the ground for honouring oneself3 so is

it the ground for honouring othersi Permeating hia whole

philosophy® and particularly his view of friendships is Kant8s
deep respect for msaa as man, his reeognition of the worth of

'each Individuals: “Humanity is worthy of esteem» Even when

a man is a bad man® humanity in M s  person is- worthy of esteem

He had not always felt this way<> “There was a timeo»owhen I

despised the masseao o»oRousseau has set me right» «=,This blind
prejudice-disappearsi;! learn to honor m e n , “^4 “Rousseau was '

the first who discovered underneath the manifoldness of the' forms

assumed by man his deeply hidden natufeoo'*, and when Kant had

- Waddell, Peter Abelard, p. 174° -

Kant, lectures on Ethicsa 151*

^  Schilpps opocit* p»48



' discovered this teo, he never forgot it® Two of the three 
formulations' of the Categorical Imperative in The Groundwork ' '

of the .Metaphysio of Morals lay stress on the individual worth 

of men* the first stressing that every one counts, the second ■ 

that every one doesg while both are backed up and reinfofeed 

tsy the doetrine of the Kingdom of gnds» "Act always in sueh a 

way that you always treat humanity» whether in your own person

or in the person of any other9 never simply as a means, but
% 15always at the same time as an end oH

. As- much as Plato, too, Kant was eager to emphasise the • . : '

harm that could come to another and to the self If feeling were 

not under the control of reason® Rousseau, as much as Hume, 

had roused Kant from the dogmatic slumbers of prejudice and 

blindness concerning his fellows; it was Kant8s urgent task to 

prevent himself falling asleep again and to try to guide others 

to his own understandingo But, though he gives first place to 

reason because only reason can keep,us loyal to duty, Kant, as A 
we have seen, does not omit feeling from his account® Reason 

must provide the principles upon which alone real virtue can be. 

built, but “these principles are not speculative rules, but 

rather the consciousness of a feeling which lives in every human 

breast® Sehilpp sums this up .by sayings

11 It is the feeling of the beauty and dignity of human

' . 'V . 15 . . ' -1' : : '
Paton1 a version. The- Moral haw, p=90i

:: v- 15a • : ; . ■ ■ ' : _ : :  "
• Kant8 s G-esammelte gohriften®II opoRlTo lines l$-=14®(8ee Sehilpp in

Index.p®211)



natureo The beauty is the eause of general benevolent
■ dispositions the dignity is. the cause of general respecie 
If ever this feeling were to reach its greatest perfection 
in the heart. of any man >■ although he would' also lore and 

- esteem:himself» that man- would so only in„so far as he is . 
one of all those, whom his broadened, and noble feeling 
eabracea.o Only in subordinating: one's o m  inelination 

’ to i#@h a more inclusive one can our humane impulses b© . 
applied with-;a Just impartiality and issue_ln that noble 
demeanour which'is the beauty-of virtuet.B —

Kant knew that reason of itself ©euld dp nothing? though he

slave of the passions s he knew that there had to be a motive

■ "Kant learned from the British, moralists..; '."ah evaluation 
of the feeling .for morality# 5 even, though he never used it ■ 
or thought of it as a separate- 1 sense1= As the immediate 
and unans.lvsable 'feeling1 attending what, one finds by 
ref lection to be right.5,; just ? and, good; this reeognition of 
® a fee ling- for morality' proved to be of real value - even:, for; 
the.formalistie development of Kant?s ethieal thoughto"̂ 9

^Behilppi opoeit0po211i> 1.

^%xtract from Letters» in: Sohilpp ,- ep.̂ eitv§» 115«
IB. \ ;. oWoDoRoss„ Foundations ,of E t h i c s -
Sehilpps ppocitopolji '

tiwith Hume9 s notion' that reason 1 s - or ought: to be - the

or maxim to enable reason to act/:--, BWe always esteem goodness 

based on feeling higher than that based on principles; (but the ' 
former will have to be. ordered, according- to the latter); beeause 

otherwise, they - ar en false» The principles

are too weak and can be outweighed by sophistry0 = =»Instruction . 

can contribute' much to. good underafanding3 less to the good-SOaftthj, 

and nothing at all to the good heart As in Hume. we find

reason- disguised as intellectual emotion^®; so in Kant, renc-- •*

for his cold principles,:we find the necessary admission of



That this feeling was demonstrated in hi e personal 

relationships, we are well aware* '■ Jabkmaia, Kant’s ptipil and 

biographer, wrote 8 • ' ■

:%lore than aHything elseo o oyou should have.heard .his 
MoralSo In this. Kant was not merely a speculative
philsspher but also‘a spirited leetnrer who earried. heart 
asad emotions. along' with..him as much as .he satisfied the 
Intellecto Yes, it gave heavenly rapture to hear this • " 
pure and lofty oreatoro Ah, how many times he mowed us 
to tears, how often he violently. stirred our. hearts| how 
many times, he lifted our-spirits and emotions out of the 
shamblea of selfish eudaimonism to the high self-eottsaipUB— 
ness of the pure freedom of the will, unconditional 
obedience to the law of reason, and to the1 noble f eeling 

- of the unselfish fulfilment of duty» The immortal sage 
, appeared to us then to, be 'inspired by heavenly power and •.
. he also inspired ua as we, full of amazement, listened to 

Mmc, , His hearers certainly newer departed after an hour _
: of his moral philosophy without hawing beeome better men°

Me have already had some indieation that Kant1s thought 
is more closely allied with eros than with agape. His philosophy . 

has much in eommonwith Aristotle, particularly in the matter of 

friendshipo Kant posits three types of friendship, based on

need, taste, and disposition, which equate well with the Aristotelian 

varieties of utility, pleasure, and goodness = 11A friend who bears

my losses becomes my benefactor and puts me in his debt,..The 

friendship of taste is a pseudo-friendshlp. It consists in the 

pleasure we derive from each other ° a company and not from each 
. other ’ s happiness. ».The - friendship of disposition or sentiment = „ 

is one of pure, genuine disposition, and is friendship in the 

absolute s e n s e d E v e n  here, then, Kant must retain M s  .

^Scliilpp > op b clt, p»6c.

Lectures on Ethics.p.206.



independence $ his rational eontirol» hi s self-̂ mastery» M s  

absolute equality« And though he says of this highest type 

of friendships "This is-the whole end of mans through which 
he can enjoy his existences" for with him we can attain complete 
eottffluhioni, disclosing "completely all our dispositions and 

jttdgnehtsj, from whom we ©an and need - hide nothing»b = for "to • 
have a friend whom we know to be frank and loving» neither 

f 6.16e nor spiteful» it to have one who: will help us to correet 
our judgment\when it la mistaken"; yet even here "we have 
concealed natural frailities which ought to be concealed for 

the sake of decencyg- lest humanity be ' outragedo • Even to our 

" best friend we must not reveal oureelvesl in our natural state 

;as we-know it ourselves= To do so would be l o a t h s o m e ® ,

This reserve is for the sake of others» rather than ourselves9 

but we ham ourselves as' well as others if we do not respect 
it® 5}Man is required to be worthy, not so much of love, as 

of respect and of esteem9 ooonly that ought to be commanded 

which makes us worthy of respect, e»go doing one’s duty to 

oneself, righteousness and conscientiousness^ these things may - 

not make us objects of love, but we eanhold our heads high, 

though not defiantly, and look men straight in the eye, for we 

have worth®11 ' ' - , 7. . - . . -

There is a priggishness about this kind of talk that •

^  Kant, Lectures on Ethics, p o206o . -

- opaCito pol^d. -



- : ■ m
makes us meomfortable# thou^is again, this may not mean that 
it is not true* . We feel that the intellectual scrutiny has 

missed the spontaneity of friendship ’which we expected to find, 
that the analysis has left us with dry bones that will not live* 

Although Kant himself often talks against arrogance and self-loves 

and urges the humility of the Christian^ he admits self-love, 

under the direction of reason, as a natural and necessary thing.
(ef. Critique of Practical Reason, Abbott ed*p.165., and The 

■Oategorieal Imnerative, discussion of prudential Imperatives?;
!,If I had to choose between friendship and self-love, which should 

I choose? On moral grounds I should choose friendship, but op, 

practical ground® self-love, for no one could tee- to my happiness 

as well as I could myselfo' In either ease, however, my choice

would be bad* If 1 chose only friendship, my happiness would-

suffers if I ©hose'only self-love, there would: be no moral merit 

or worth in my choice,
"Man cares for his own happiness and for. that of others 

alao<> But as in this matter no limits are fixed and the 
degrees and proportions cannot be defined, the measure , of : 
my friendship in the mixture cannot be determined, by any law 
or formulab I am bound to look to my yants and to my
satisfaction. If I cannot secure the: happiness of my
neighbour otherwi b@; than by ref raining from satisfying- the. 
needs of life, no one can place upon me the obligation of 
looking to. his happiness and showing friendship towards hia<>

^ ©f. Kant, Lectures on Ethics, p. 128»
25 . . . . ' . ' - "Abbott, ©pocitoi Paton, The Oategorieal Imperative. ' ' :

■. • 26 : ■■ ; ■ : ■ : . . \ . . : - "
Kant , Lectures' on Ethic s. po 202o . .



But as each of us has.his own measure/.of need and eau raise 
the standard at will, the point„at which the satisfaction 

; of needs should give plaee to friendship is indeterminate«
There is no question$ howeyer» that many of our needss or' 
thingswe have made our needsa are of such a nature that . - ,

, we can we 11: sacrifi©e them for friendships27

. The last sentence softens the tenour of the paragraph#

whieh has an Aflatotelian ring about it#-it prepares us for the
discovery that self-love is as basic in Kantian ethics as it is /

in .Aristotle118$, though: even this must be commanded by duty whieh

will see that he treata-'himself with the consideration due to any
member of the species:humanity^ - "The principle of self-regarding

duties^ &.has no connexion with our.well-being or earthly happiness.. ,
He who. transgresses against himself loses" M s  manlihess and becomes

"in capable of doing his duty towards his fellows...A liar, even
though by his lies he does no harm to anyone$, yet becomes an object

of contempt j, he throws away hi s personality. =.B 8 We cannot without

destroying our person abahdon. ourselves to others in order to satisfy

their desiress even though it be done to save parents and friends

from deaths still less can this be done for money... by so doing

a person allows himself to be-treated as a thing» and so throws
away the worth of his manhood.Guidance for Isabellal^P The

modern Jungian psychologist stresses the same thing when it is

saids "Mutual service -without betraying one’s own deepest truth

is the paradox raf the very centre Of the art of living.

.nt-i Lectures on Ethics. p.205.
28op:.eit. pp̂ llSs, 11#. :
29in Shakespeaks - "problem11 plays Measure for Measure
50
i.O.de Oastillejo9 jtoat.do we mean by hovet p. 15.



tiHo self-faTOur but self-esteem should be the prinoipl© 
of duties towards ourselwesooOur duties to ourselves are 
negative5 they restrict our freedom im respeet to our 
inelinations which aim at our own welfare» Just-as the
law restricts our freedom in our relations-wiihother men, 
so do our duties to ourselves restrict our freedom in 
dealing with ourselv@s». 411 sUsh duties are grounded in 
a certain love of honour consisting in self"esteem? man 
must not appear unworthy in his own eyes; his action must 
he in keeping with humanity itself is he is to appear in 

'. '. his own eyes worthy of inner respesto ’’Jl
This is a long way from the reokless self "giving of the ■

saints, and Kant knows it» Morality and religion cannot be

judged •by. exatopies,- but only by reference to universal principles.
HThe archetype lies in the understanding» If, then, saintly
people are presented to me as models of religion, i m sst not imitate

them, be they ever so holy| I must judge them rather by Universal

rules of moralityo o oExamplea serve for ©ur easaurageraent and emulation,,

They should not be used as patterhso8^^ Ohrist Himself is "merely

an ideal, a standard of moral perfection which is holy by divine ,
. aide This ideal ought notfo be confused with those who call

themselves Ghristianso These only seek to come nearer their ideal

pattern,"^

; ■ However,: the'search :-for the ideal;is a real and vital and 

rewarding search, and must be undertaken, always under the command 

of reason= Kant counters the "All, allI® of the saints, with the 
^Nothing too much® of the Greeks<, ‘Vfl % - ... : V

151Kant, op.cit.p.125.;
52 . " :

opiciti polio.

.op.cit. p. 9-



, m  . :
■ ‘“It is a very beautiful thing to do good to men from 
love to them and from sympathetic good wills or to be 
just from love of orders but thisis not yet the true ;
moral maxim-of our .conduct which is suitable :## our 
position among rational beings as mens when we pretend 
with fanciful pride to- set OMrseives above the.: thought - ■ : ■ v -' 
of duty a like yolunteers i, and * as if were independent
of the command!, to want to do of our own good pleasure

' ' what we think we need no eommand todoo We stand ’■
under a disoipline of reasona and. in all our maxims w®,

. must no.t forget our. subjectiento it3 nor withdraw- any= . 
thing therefrom, or by our own egotistic presumption 
diminish aught of authority of the law 'although our own 

. reason- gives - itl - so as to set the .determining, principle ' .
of our Will!,, even though the law, be conformed tp!, anywhere 
else but in the law itself, and in. respect'for this lawo. - .
We are indeed legislative- members of a moral kingdom "
rendered possible by Jreedomj and presented to us by 
reason as an object Of respect? but.yet we are subjects in 

- itg- not the sQvereigna and to mistake our inferior-position
as ereatureSj, and presumptuously to reject the authority 

, . of-the‘moral law i, is already to revolt from it in spirit̂
even though the letter of it is fulfilledo^ 54 .neverthelessi,

the hope for Ghristians is greater than that of the rationalist

Greeks, . - ■ - -

wThe ancients had no: higher conception than such as could :
emanate frbm human-nature o But as human.-nature, is very
imperfect» their ethical principles were: imperfeet. Thus
their system of ethics, was apt pure? -it accommodated Virtu®' 
to man1 s weakness j, and ‘Wass- therefore j incomplete« But the 
ideal of the Gospels- is complete in every respect» . Here w© - 
have the greatest purity and the greatest happiness» Its sets ; 

... - out the principles of morality in all their holineeso- . It ■
ecsnaands- man to be- holy $ but as. he is imperfeet it give® Him 
a prop!,. namely divine aido® 55 nThe idealvof the Ohri stian 
has this peculiarity: that it makes the idea of moral purity s 
not merely a princlpium of judgments'but also-the indispensable, 
measure of acfiohSj and that he himself is to be judged'by it. 
The incapacity which we would like to claim is not clears 
and therefore the greatest anxiety, must issue; from the ideal, 
of holiness. The Ghristian religion removes thie-anxiety ...

^Kanta Gritique of Practical Reason, Abbott op,cit, p, 175
35 ' : ■ . . ‘ ; ' ‘ ' : ; ' ■' '
Kanta Lectures on Ethics, p , 11,



: ..V;; ■ ; ' ■■■ - • ; ' ' #  ,
by saying that' God suppl'emen'ts this lack of hdliness f in 
order that the inner incapacity may not excuse one from. . 
obeying the rule)o- He who thus-believes that one has 
to make himself worthy and eapable of this supplementation 
by making every natural effort towards it, is the 
practioai Ghri8tiano.n5°

So it is the natural man that strives s and when he has 
done his bests Sod may finish and supplement his worko

aln judging aetions l must pay no heed to the infirmity 
of human natureo The law- -in ms must be holy» and the 

, ssntenee of:this.law must be just s which means that the . .
■ penalties of the law must be applied, to the notions -of 
men with all exaetnesso., Pra,gilitas hwmana oannot be a 
ground- for.lessening our responsibility coram foro humane 

" ■ InternOo The judge within us. is justo He takes- the 
action for what it is and makes no allowanee for.human 
defectivenessa if onlywe have the will to listen for his >

- voice and do" not' 'stllWlt »l»oFgagilitas and infirmitas 
■ T ought; to be - talcen - into - account: in. judging..the- aetions of̂ ,. 

.other©, but not by way - of ©xeuase'- f o r our own misdeedso 0  ̂'

And yet, if this is the standardwe are to apply to ourselves,

are .we not - likely to apply it to-.others = this rigorous conformity

to a law? - %  rule of ethios must, like a rule in mathematics,

be defined with theoretical accuracy and irrespective of how far

man can observe ito« o o0Rulea of ethieso:o ..are measuririg rule® of - -

action and ought to..set before us the standard of moral necessityo

They ought not to be trimmed in consideration of man0 a eapaeityo8^

We suspect, and legend© confirm this, that Kant judged others as
harshly as he judged himselfo Platonic rigidity is here not

softened with dhristian charityo ' '

56 ’Extracts from letters> in Sehilpp, op=cite p0lll«
Kant, Lectures on Ethios, p. 67. , V

58 .opoeito po 740 . ; .



fo summaris#^ thena in Kant we haves 
10 ■ A stress upon principles that are universally binding at all

■ times upon all personSo . , . ' . - :
2o A stress upon individual worth, as an instance of humanityp 

. and the ability and responsibility of every man to respect, 
that wortho " - ■ •

A recognition -that happiness and duty are not Incompatible;, 
but a realistic acceptance of the fact that duty seems ■

. rarely to correspond. with happihees beoauee;: % e  are' not ' 
volunteers- but conscripts in the moral struggle s.and our state 
of mind therein is at the best virtue and net holiness08

4'o A belief that perfect Friendship is an Idea of - Ssasoiaa and . :
,1s therefore a heuristic ,devi-c#- not a demonstrable; fact9 :
. this: Perfect Friendship being intimately connected with equal 
reciprocity. . ' r

It follows from this that Kant takes his place with the

naturalist philosophers like Aristbtle and Aquinas in basing, the.
Capacity for friendship in the nature of humanity, itself. But
he also introduces the idea that God will come down as far as - •

39 ' :: man can reach up ■ $, to perfect and hallow what has been achieved#
■ and this :1s . in- line the.: Agape tradition. However» Kant posits

no dramatic interchange between Sod and man such as Augustin©

suggests I the noumenal and phenomenal worlds are as far apart

here as they are in the Gritque of Pure. Reason. . Sod comes down: ,

and.man strives up̂  but what is there to unite them? His ?-hiiia

halts on man's: side of the abyss? and is a disguised form of fires:' "

striving ever for better and higher things. Though it does thi s .

for the -sake- of everyone- else, and not- at their expenses it needs

Kant's lectures on Ethies» p°95.



and ean reeeiv© no power from abow in achieving its part><,

Fwp what-it has to do» Kanf s Iros is stiffieiento

Kantian ©thies have much'in eoidmon'with St oio ethi6© ' 
as well as with Aristotelian' ethicsz as have seen. The 

quotation from Epietetus on page 189 eould equally well apply ‘ 

to them. If Kant lived up to his prineipleSi, and there is 
Reason ta stippose that he trieda his friends must have been 

maddened hy the rigorous impartiality with:which he'regarded 
them, the secrets that he withheld from them, his complete 

justice in apportioning M s  affection to all. There would be 

little doubt of his loyalty and steadfastness, and, on his own
' ho . " ■ -showing, a possibility of wilfulnesso We know that he was not

always patient, ’"In A Ptiblic Declaration Oonceming Fichte,

whidh is too little known, Kant wroteg 'May Sod protect us from
our friendso,,For there are fraudulent and perfidious so=ealled

friends who are scheming for our ruin while speaking; the language

of goodwill o 8t841 But> from the tone of this indictmenti, we

have reason to think that here for Kant was only psendunfriendship

because it was all on Fichte"s side. The philosopher of the

Enlightenment, who had cried gaper® audel, had too much self*?1
respect, too much regard for the human reason in his own person,
to allow the apostle of a Nationalist Romantic school to claim

^Beebachtungenj quoted by Schilpp, p» 220.
' : 41 ' ' . ... ■ ' ; ■Popper, op.elto •
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hifii as ma-Bt-erI :. ■: .

is this friendship of Kant8 s, then.s any different in 
quality or kind froai Aristotle "e friendship of . goodness? ; Have 

we found in our examination so new a note that we can unhesitatingly 
attribute it to Ohristianity? - Beyond the■ emphasis ;oa the 
individual and upon motive^ I do not think that we have, done so, 

Abbott thinks that Kant used the Christian Religion as a moral 

leverage^ an external fulemay to ’enable man to strive , believing
-yjj O a, 'that he earn attain, self-mastery. But I think that to all

intents and purposes, Kant dispenses with the fulcrum even while 

aetoiowledging it, when he says that everyone possesses a natur^ 
religion aby which he renders himself worthy to be perfected o’145 

"Will the same; be found true of Kierkegaard 1 •,

^op o c i t » Intro o Ixi o
/t ' . . -Kant, Lectures on Ethics,- p,84°



The Dane also was a melaneholy mang we have reason to

..believe# but he had more than his melaneholy in eonnaon with 
Kant. . ■

11 The Ohristian ethic of neighbor-love as depleted by 
Kierkegaard is.not hMn to!Shaftesbury’s emotion of the 
beauty of love or to .Hume’s -lo3’lng_ feeling of sympathy 
for all. It more closely approaches the sterner character 
of the Kantian categorical imperative. Its objectivity 
and universality are not made to rest tipon the intermittent: 
character of fickle human fee ling a s. or upon emotions that 
may be even more variable-than the weather» but instead are 
laid upon the will. ”44; .

; This may be a product of the pietifetie upbringing that 

tie also has in common with Kant. 11 As a child 1 was strictly end 

austerely brought up in Christianityott Buts unlike Kantg his

mother did not die through an act of friendship a, and he seems ia 

have had few friends himself. ’̂Kierkegaard’s retiring and . 

introverted disposition and semi^reoluse existenee did not conduce 

to the making of intimate friendships-s and Emil B©esens. friend of, 

his youth and atteandant at his death^bed, seems to°have been the ; 

only person t© whoms ;apart from his family and Regina# he gave 

his .confidence.’’̂' And# of courses. Regina is the great mystery.

In May# 1842s he wrote in his diarys

’’And -it was the’ delight: of M b eyes and his heart’s: desire.: ' 
; And he stretched forth his hand and took hold of it# but he 
could not retain iti it was offered to him# but he could not 
possess, it ala@$: for it was the delight of his eyes and M e
heart’a desire. - And his ■ soul: , was near to despairj but - he

. chose-the greater suffering# of losing it and giving.it up# 
to the lesser»-which was to possess it without right:# or to

^Steefe#- Works of hove by Kierkegaard# Intro.p.fill.^ - -- . ■ :
Lowrie# quoting, Kierkegaard# Kierkegaard.

^ ' Ohaninĝ P.eagce g 5oren Kl erkegaa-rdy n ..25« : -.v. -



speak more traly<> = <,he chose the lesser suffering of being 
without it rather than to possess it at the cost of his 
peace of soulo=oand stfange_to relate» it cam® to pass
that: i t  was for'MsrgbM=l’zRT V : . f

There seems little doubt that here he is referring to Reginas

to whom he was engaged for & year» and from whom he parted
* to save her, to give her soul resiliency, That he parted .. k .

from her because he thought it both paychologioally and .

feligiously wrong to pursue the marriagea seems eertains and
as we read the aecounts- we cannot help feeling sometimes that

his own integrity and spiritual development mattered more to hi®.

than Regina11 s unhappiness» in spite of M s  belief that she itas

spared greater unhappiness by being •free- from so melancholy a

man as-himself o - We also know that later he looked back with

regret to the break» confessing that "had I had faith I should: : •

have remained with Regina»®^ - ■
• ’.We are given a 'elue from this,, a major event in \ 1 : .

Kierkegaard’s life„ of his attitude to friendship and love.

They can be barriers to the highest! they can interfere with the 

relation of man with Gods and of man with the duty that Sod has 

given: him to do. We also receive -a hint of the great ’solitariness ■ ’

that Kierkegaard.thinks is necessary for a man really to live by

. . ^iowrle g Ki erkegaafd# quoting Kierfeegaard^ p.48.
tAagkr Lotf-2. 5 c$<
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Fait-hs wtiieh is the only kind of religious living for Mmo *To." 

'i@Berve oneself and; preserve’ oneselfw ranks as a rule of lifej,
'in the same vein as Nietzsehe8S 'i,Ail fellowship engenders

" 50' - - / y- % -. .. generalityo® Man is.'on a lonely quests a solitary quests a
■ secret quest o ' Though he. appears to be as other Sj, interested

in the frivolities of iife> the religious man must in fact he
■ differento Though he is en route for truthj, he must never forget
that it is his truth he seeksa not the truth» qa truth which is
in accordance with his aspirations9 crovms his efforts» and
' . . . %  . ' ' - . .• straightens out his prohlemso®

let it is unfair to emphasise this side of Kierkegaard11 s

- philosophy too much*' ■% His ' analysis qf love in.' Works of Love is

in the great, mystical tradition Of Christian.writers p .a love that
has no limits that seeketh hot its owna that flows regardless of
the worth of the objects endowing it with value in the lutheran

traditibno This is' the love that has come dbwtt from heaven®
® ehristian love.' will notso ar - to. heaven a. f or it ■ comes ■, '•

. from heaven and m h h  heaven? it deseenda and’thereby it 
sueeeeds in .loving the. same man.- in all the changeSg because ; 
it see 3:- the same man in all. the. change s., oolf you wills 
therefore a become perfect in 16v.es then -strive to perfect 
this dutys in loving to. love the man you seei to low him 

;; just as you see him a with - all his imperfections: and weak^ - 
nessesi -to- love M m  as you see-- him - when, he has completely ■ ■ ■ 
©hanged$ when he no longer-loves-you-s but perhaps indifferenfly

■ turns away to love anotherl.to love him as-you • see him; when ■
: he betrays and denies ybUo11̂

'Mounter» Sxistentlallst Philosophies,;p*72
51' . :■ V ' . ' V .  '
■; OpsCito po9o .
52 . . v. ' ; :■■■ .Kierkegaards Works of Loves p0141o



This 1 s t © that comes down f r w  he awn is nowhere more clearly 
reeegnised than in the prayer at the opening of Works of hove0

BHow could anything rightly be eaidabout love if 
Thou wert :forgotten>. Thou Sod; oi' how.s-from whom all 
low© eomes in heaven andon-earth? Thou who.didst hold ' . ■ - 
nothing back but didst give everything inlov©2- Thou . 
who art lo¥@r so th@. lo^er is only , what-he-is'through

; being in Thee! o', „«oFor it is certainly tme that:, ther©-
are some aets whieh the human ■ language- partieularly and

■ narrow-=mindedly calls acts of ©haritys but in heaven it
is certainly true that, no act ean be pleasisg^unless it

- is an -act-of lows sineere in its seIf-abnegation.s a 
necessity for loze, and 9 just because of this3 without 

, claim ©r merito^^

So Kierkegaard takes M s  place tiith the great exponents .
of Agape$ rather than Eross in the origin of love at leasto But hey

.like. Kants binds the individual with law80 He does not trust

humanity to use its freedoma Just as he thinks God has not trusted 

man by putting upon him the 8 Thou Shalt a* of the New Testament»

Yet these 8Thou Shalts® are borrowed from the Old Testamente and 

are not specifically Ghristian except as they are exemplified in 

the life of Ghrlsto • Kierkegaard11 s eacposition of these laws, 

masterly though it is>- could be accepted by Jew if not by pagan 

as easily as by a Ghristian» For here he introduces and intensifies , 

the old division between the will and the- inelination» between- the 

supernatural- and the naturalands in the last analysis,, to have 

the one means to forgo the other« Though he sometimes suggests 

that the world needs not to be forsworns but only transformed# 

in other and more frequent places he declares the heterogeneity;-df

(Kierkegaards Works of hove a po4°



the. temporal and the eternali the Ineompat&bilIty of reason and '

f'aith ;whieh operate in different "worlds:and the ©omplete
opposition between earthly and heavenly -loveso^

' Howhere is this.opposition more elearly demonstrateds h@- .\
thinks 3 than in the distihetlon between; friend and neighbour<, ..

1,1 The objects of both Idve and friendship- bear the 
nomenclature of this partiality^' 'the beloved1a : 8the friend1s .

- who .is lowed abowe. all the rest of the worldo Qa-the contrarya 
the Ohfistian teaehing ia.Lto love, the neighbour 3 to love the . 
whole rase3 all men? ewen one1 e enemy« and to make ̂np. esceeptioâ  
either of partiality. or of dislike."^

The woridis- loye and friendship depend on partial!tyg on ehanee
affinities^ on mutual attraction,, but Ghrlstianity has .̂pushed • ' ' ■

partial 1 owe from the throne,"'^ in Ghfistianity lore becomes a
"■■■■ 57 - . :matter of conscience s because low© then -undergoes the change

imparted by eternity which makes; it into dutyo .Thiss according ;:

tp Eierkegaardj, is' where the Ghristian differs from the pagan» for

" lowe also existed in heathendoms but .the idea that lore is a

duty i scan •• ewer lasting innovation.: ■•= and everything has bee ome neWo11

It becomes a duty because God demanded: ito It cannot be

understood» for here we are beyond4the realm of reason and in that

of faith6 '"v:. : :’v : 1 , t . ; ■' ' - '

^%orks of hove „ pp065,423 etCo 
^op.cito po I?o
s6 , - . , : 'op o cl to p* 57 0
^op 0eito p., II60 
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^Love8 a- secret, life is in the heart, unfathomable, and. 
it also has an unfathomable connection with the Tsrhole of 
existenceo As the peaceful lake is grounded deep in the 
hidden spring which no eje ©an see, so a man0s love is 
grounded even deeper in the low of Sod, If there were 

. . at bottom ho well spring. If God were not love, then there
. would he no quiet lake or human love. As the quiet lake 
; is grounded- darkly in the deep spring, so is human love 
mysteriously grounded in God8 s love,o As the-quiet lake 
invites you to - look at it, hut &y its.' dark ref lection 
prevents your looking deem through it, so the mysterious 
origin Of love in the love- .of Sod prevents you from- seeing 
its source! if you think you -see it, then you are deceived 
hy a reflection, as if that, which merely cone©als the 
deeper Source were.the true source^0!.
- This loving that is duty has- not, then, '’originated in 

any human heart* for if.is a conception that brings perfect 
freedom into the loving, a freedom that makes the love impervious 

to change of any Mnd, impervious to conditions, impervious to

/kesultSo , - - ,

.. 18 In earthly love the ego.As eeneually=p syehieally= ,
spiritually determined,, the beloved a- sensual-payehical«= 
spiritual determination'! in friendship' the ego is psycho™ 
spiritually defined,' the friend a -psyGho#splritual 
deterainationVOnly in love. to one 8a neighbour is:.the 
self which loves, purely.spiritually defined as spirit, 
and the neighbour a purely spiritual qualification,'8 -

Always: Kierkegaard seens.to think that friendship is a 

barrier ~ a barrier to the knowledge of Sod and a barrier to the 

love of the neighbour»
"The true consecration iso°othe one which surrenders aH: 

claims on .Ufa, all claims to pewer and honour and advantage£ 
all claims = but the happiness .of love and friendship are 

-■- ind©hd the- strongest: claims = hence which surrenders all



claims» in order to uader8t,and" whai; a;; t-remendotis elaini 
; - God and eternity haw/upon one' s self o : He who will

accept this understanding is prepared to love his neighbouro^1 -
^Earthly love and. friendship are the high©st expression of
self esteemi they are the I Intoxicated in the other Io;
The more closely the ttf® lBs cling together; to form one Iji . 
the more this united . eelf; selfishly • excluders all 'otherss:
At the supreme- apex of earthly love and friendshipvth© two.. - ; 
aotually become .one self j, one Io fMs Is explicable only 
because partiality contains a natural force (impulse >= 
ineiination) end a selfishness iSieh. can selfishly unite 
the two in a new selfish sMfo81 v .■ ■,

. And although in one place Kierkegaard does suggest that

love of neighbour doe® riot necessarily mean that‘a man must stop
loving his friendsj, he more clearly and moat consistently proclaim# :

that these loves are inoppositionc 11 The bungler and the confused.

o o o o oadvattee the idea p. o othat Christianity .doubtless teache# a-
higher love» but that it also recommends earthly love - and -friendshipg

■: f® speak in this -way betrays the doublemindedneesi that the speaker

has neither the soul of a poet nor the spirit of Ghristianityo"^5

He goes on to say that if it is certain that Christianity teaches

love to God and the neighbour as the true love, it is equally true that it

thrust down earthly love and. friendshipo . . .

le have already touched on the difference between the

aesthetic and religious realms^ but must bring out the difference
between Kierkegaard11 s ethical- and religious realms =

; ■ aThe poetic andthe Christian explanations are exact
oppositesj the poet-idolizes earthly affectionB and therefore 
he is absolutely right in saying, since he constantly thinks



only of earthly loveg that to eotomand one t,o love is 
the. greatest of follies and the moat absurd sayingi 
as Ohristianity is.always thinking only of the Ghristiaa 
love5, it is also absolutely right when it pushes earthly v. 
love from the throne and sets this ^shalt" in its plaoeo® ^

This- ”thou shalt” is not the imperative of ethieal duty.,; as Kant

had made it <> It is the duty that is dependent upon' an established

relationship between man and Qodj, and this can only take plaee
as a result of faitho •

’’The eritieal point .in the ethical category .Kierkegaard ■ 
Insists is; its ability :to get over the hiatus or chasm .between?

, ■ recognised duty and its perfomanees when perfomanee- Involves.'
pain to Our pride or our inclination or the defiance of.' the 
momentary way of the crowdo ooOn.the other hand, one© one has 
entered the deepest religious sphere of- existence2 both the 
aesthetiea! and the ethical are restored again, b%t .now •
restored as dependent phases of exlatences drawing their 

.. ' ceatral;'strength, and 'directive' from the object of the religious 
commitment into which the man has enteredo Thus the Ohriatian 
©thie. aeeordlng to KiOrkegaardi, : involves the Grace of God and 
involves a life. In active, response to that Grace, a life 
therOfore that is lived in inward earnestness-.®®® •

' '®In . ibw-'smfi .frieBSAS^i'^arMiility i-s.-tM- middl®

term o' In love to the neighbour p God is the middle termi if you ■;

love God above all elses then you also love your neighbour and.

In your neighbour:.etery;maa,.K - .Here, thsas is the great .

difference between Kierkegaard and Kant, that Kierkegaard "makes

Ohristian love and impartiality depend upon a manrelationship

to God, while Kant believes that man, by M s  God-given reason.

64
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is able to achieve impartiality by the exereise of his own 

goodwills Her© is the differenee between the thinker who '

stressed, the; sttbj-eetlvei and the one who stressed the objeetiveo 

Kierkegaard has no use for abstract principles$ which can be 

rationally understood and then appliede Christianity for 

him "proposes to endow the individual with an eternal happiness» 

a good which is not distributed wholesale^ but only to one 

individual at a tim@o,î 7 Lowe for -Kierkegaards Ohristian love? ' 

is ia. determination. of subjectiwity”f® for Kant it is the goodwill 

under the control of practical reaeono ' ;

Whiles thenj, we. see that Kierkegaard has stressed - the 

agape note of 1'owe„ and his notion of it bears all Eygren's maikss 

w© also see that he has exalted the individual to a state of 
separation from-all ether indiwidualsa to a point where he can' 

only be reached through the third term of dodo Low© has united 

individual man' with God, for.Kierkegaards but has left friendship v 

between men .far behinds and he thinks this is; demanded- by @hristian, 

loveo It never occurs to him that this friendship might be the ; 

stepping stone to love of G-odj he has; no notion of the. brotherhood 

of men within the framework of the Shristian church, aFor 
Kierkegaard^ the groups the world is always evil3 always attasking 

neighbor love* This aspect of Kant"s doctrine of inwardness

^Bretalli opVeit* 207* (Uhacientifie postscript)
68 : : ■ ;‘V  ■
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goes beyond indifference 'to the social oriero It not only 
despairs of its improvement' but regards the world as ineritably 

Q e d r d e f i a n t o f h e  Kingdom for li'erke.gaardj, is not this 

transformed earthly world;- it is a hidden and secret place, and 
©ntranc® to it is -one by one, and certainly not in pairs 

masquerading as.one©

Kierkegaard gives us lover# then, Christian love, 
agape, but he excludes friendship from the perfect schemee 

Let us turn from these two philosophers with their so Very 

different, and yet in some ways so similar, views and see 

if primitive Christianity had a different standpoint on this 

mattero . ' . , . -.

6%orks - of Love,' Int ro <. xivo by Steer©«



' ' Shapter 1?

The Christian Qgntglbiatito : •  , - -

We have passed from a eonsideration of the Greek 

concept of f riendsMpg to an examination of the word as it : 

Was used and explained by two philosophers of the Ghristian 

traditiono We have found that the only attaapts to unite 

the worlds of heaven and eartfewhich are still as deeply 

diyided in: Ohristianity as in the pagan philosop%. Were .

re^eeted because they were thought to contaminate agape<. In 

Kant» we- have :found the emphasis upon man and what he ©an do 

for himself p which links him up with the eros traditiono In 

Kierkegaards we hare found a deseriptibn of agape*=lik© love, 

which owes nothing to mans and which' man as man continually 

fights againsto When we come to the Hew Testamenta shal1 we 

find a Continuation of this impasse?

Eygren thinks that in the aotual writings of the New 

Testaments this division Is still presento While he thinks 

that St o' Paul writes as on# whose 11 religi on and ethics are 

theocentrle altogether", there is a ndoublene@sfi in the Epistles 

of St o dohn<. But “Paul give s'us the deepest teaehing on Agape?



_ ■ , , - IJ ohm -gives to the idea its most perfect formulation o'1 While
11 God Is Love1* for St. John, he intro due ea a "because'* that 

slightly corrupts the spontaneity and groundlessness of-agape®
Att the Gospels to©p St. John has? he Father Himself loveth 

youj, because ye have loved Mes and have believed®8 (Ghol6sv»27) 

St® Paul sums up the quality of agape in 1 Sof®15s and express®s 

peerlessly and poetically what is for him absolute truth in 

experience® . .

It sums upa too 3 what manner of man Christ was* whose 

death was the ultimate expression of His love® Sis life was 

not taken from Simp it was offered - offered because in some - 

mysterious way it could bridge the gulf between heaven and earths 
between God and men®

This is no place to enter into a discussion of the 

meaning of Gal vary s but the relation of Christ a Wjhnmwe believe 

to have been Gods to lis disciples must be seen® For in this 

relationship $ there seems- to be portrayed what could be the 

relationship between agape and eres9 what is the message of the 

Incarnation®.

The relationshipp as we are told of it in the Mew , 

Testamentp seems to show that agape has need, of erosy that men 

a@ they are» and not a® they, become when filled with agapey 

.are necessary to play their part in bridging the gap® I suggest 

that it is not the task of agape to supplant er©ss but to win

%ygfenp op®©itovololp Part Ip- p® 117®



it to its seyvtees that tile natural powers of men, inclmding

affeotion and friendship# are not supplanted bnt transformed

From the two different lows# a new one is made =- though

are not three loves hut on©o - The new lore fills in the gapa

and unites- the- separated# though neither beeome the other =
" 51 Lore manifests its greatest power there where it "
- orercomes the greatest separationo ind the greatest 

separation is the separation of self from self = Every..
• self is self=>related and a .complete self, is. oompletely 
self-relatedd. <.».=11 • la- the- fulfilment end the triumph of 
love-that it is • able to. reunite the. most..radically ’

. ■ separated beings# -namely individual -personso =, oMe hare
rejected the attempt t® restrict love to its emotional 
elements But there: is no love- mthout the: emotional 
element- and it would- be .a poor analysis of love which did 

■:. not take this element into cons-id©ration0. o o 0The. highest '
: 'form: ©f' love- and that.'form: of it'which distitigulehe® . ..

-. - Eastern and Western cultures, is- the love which preserves ■' 
the individual who ia both the subject and the object of 

: loved In the loving person-to-person relationship
Ghriatianity manifesta . its auperiority to any other 

i;. religious tradition a!5 ̂ ''.y - : : V; . • '

Such a theory preSupposeSs as with most - philosophers we 
have considered# that man is potentially of' two natures; it aim 

presuppdses that, both natures. are both' necessary- and. goods It 

suggests that although the disciples were nothing without our 

Ldrds eur Lord' equally eould not have.-done his . work, .without the 
disciples! It suggests that'eros does not need- to be crucified 

as the early Fathers taught| but that it has surrender and fight 
®n the side- of agape#, if love is to do its work* Of course# 

eros destroys itself if it fights against good# a good that is 

realised and known# but if it works on the Side.of agape# it

^Tillich# Love# Power and Justice# pp=26# 28 =



: • , ■ : ■ v ■ : . ■ . ■ T F  ,
©nters into a rioher aad fmller lifej, beeause while Iros 

belongs So indiviual man. Agape joins M m  to all men and 
to God, and 'Philia joins Sros and Agape^ partalcing of the

nature of botho "There is an element of libido even in

the most spiritualized friendships and in the most aseetio
mystioismo A saint without libido would eease to be

' 3 . -©reative. But there is no sneb saint 11 y What is true

of libido, is trpe of heavenly erosj both are neeesaary to
pursue a thoroughly human> thoroughly godlike lifeo

83Without the Eros towards truth» theology, would not 
ezieto o o oEven. more serious i®' the rejection of the 
eros quality with respeet to Godo. The conaequenee .of 
this rejection is that love towards Sod becomes an 
impossible ©oneeptto bereplaeed byobedience to Sod„
But obedience is not lowo It can be the opposite 
of love. Without the desire, of man to be reunited 
with his origin> the love towards God becomes a meaning- . 
less word

This Eros gives man th#: power to co-operate humanly
on his own level,, and is a creative-thing, though it is not
the faultless service of .Agape<»

- 1 We may admit the human charity we find-in all saints,
to be a genuinely creative -soeial foree, tending to make 
real a degree of; virtue, which if alone is ready to assume 
.as poaslbleo The saints are authors, auctores, inereasers 

■ of goodness0.o = oThe saints, with their extravagance of human ■ 
tenderness, are the great torch-bearers of• this belief in 
the sac redness of souls }».0 othey:are impregnators of the 
world, virifiers and animators..of potentialities of goodness 
which but for them would-lie for ever dormantoo oSne. fire 
kindles anotheri and without that over-trust in human worth

,5fillioh, opo c it o p o 55»
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74
whioh they shows the rest of us would lie in spiritual 
stagnanejo oo oForce betrays'energiesr and the best that 
can be said Qf prudence is that it keeps what we already 
have in. safetyo But non^resistane®, when: sacce-s8ftals ' ■ 
turns enemies into- friendsi- and charity 'regenerates' its 
object So '.These- saintly methods are o o ̂ creative ener^eSo

It is our thesis, that friendship is a relation that ©an 

alter in quality a® the relationship- proceeds j, as more- ©f ■ agape 
and less of eros predominates^ though the reverse can also be 

trueo.. It seems' to be a fact that what begins as a physical- 

attraction can become an intimate union bn another kind of plane» 

This would seem to be what happened to;Helois@ss love for 

Abelards though we eannot,tell so surely about his - love for her- t 

because it did not become stamped with the marks, of agapeo This - 

mast surely, •have happened with' the ’ disciples ,, •with the one 

significant exception» That is why it seems misguided, and : : . 

dual!stic, to differenti ate between "spiritual' and- 8particular1

^In contemplative eonvenheoo o (.intercourse with other 
personalities, is.' not • encouraged. The - idea is that you
have eente: there - to dwell alone with: Sods solttS : ad- -solum.o . 
if you have unnecessary dealings with other- people, you will 
find that sooner or later, human passions begin to show 
their hornso.ooBesides the rule of silence,-. solitude of 
spirit is safeguarded- by -another, whiell though unwritten-, 
is rigorously" instilled. into / the:, novices' from the - dawn of. 
their religious life, This is the rule prohibiting what 
are known as < particular friendships8... .It is important 
to differentiate between, ^spiritual8 and -1 particular8 •• 
f-ri.endshipSo; : . The first, 'rare; as- they are benefieient..

^James, Tarltties of Religious Experience, p.557.
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. : run on the lines of those between St= Glare and. StoFfaneiSo
: . ooof he others are■when ■ two Nuns0»get together because they 

find in one another company some „solaee for the extreme 
loneliness of the religious lifeo,,°

fhe transition from the one to the other appears possibleo 
It happeneds we: hazard 3 to many f ollowers'" of St = Francis himself | 
it happened to many who went to Christ for other reasons than to 

worship Ilimo While we cannot be held responsible for what our 

parents do j,-it seems quite likely that the Sdns of fhunder were 

not quite guiltless of the requests made on their behalfo Their 

low must have been wry erotic in character to begin with; 
fortunately it was. given: the opportunity to grow; if not into 

agape, at least into - phi 11 a, the prod.uet of both. . And what else

ean we ©all the passion moving through Helois© as she . writes to

Abelards: “And in vain is either done, which is not done in the 

love of Sodo = o ofhy eommand brought me, not the love of God, to 

the habit of fellgioao See how unhappy a life 1 must lead, more 
wretched than all othersa if I endure all these things here in 

vain having n© hop© of reward in the futureo11 ̂ . This is not 

Agape; is it Bros? For ‘here there is no search for possession, 

no insistence, of the presence'of - the- beloved, -no request for proof 

of the love of the other* It is human love, humble love, but 
it is not grasping love <. . .

' .Nevertheless, this love' is preferential *, What Heloise 

writes to Abelard she. w o u l d . t o  no other, although eventually

^ Baldwin, I Leap over the Wall, pp.112-11^0

^■Letters of Abelard and Heloise ed.Scott Monerieff, p.82.



her low for him enables her to bear everything without bitternesso 

It is this factor of eheie© that Kierkegaard found- go hard to 

reebnoile with the Christian edmmandaent to love all. TiXlieh 

also- writes that the philia quality of love"is established 
preferentially^ and that ^sueh a rejection of others is

' ' . q  "  . -  l . . - - .  ' ■ V  - ■ "tragi sally unavoidable.^^ ;
It is as though the long profession of philosophers freia 

Aristotle down have been-right to stress the need for self-love 
or self=este@ms beeauseib is a basic human need9 a basie need 

that few of us ©an handle for ourselves and-nearly always require; 

another self as a friend, -to bolster us up0 It as ̂though 
friendship were a human requirement^ if we are to be thoroughly : 
human| as though we could not ehannel real love to anyone else ' ’

unless we were secure in- affection ourselveso In all humility 

we might wonder if Christ Himself could have manifested the •

Father Ig love if lie had not been secure in the earthly f riendship 

of His .mother* and had not been recognised# saluteds honoured 

and loved by his own cousin and a few of His fellow meno Perhapa; 

He needed their belief in Himj to give Him, the ability to believe 

in Bd,mself5 perhaps because He Saw the fruits of agape flowing 

through Himself to thems that He was able to do the- Father?-s Wil ls 
even when they all forsook Him and fled<, If He wanted it

ĉfo Waddells op o.cito p« 504<>
/ fTillichj, opocito' p?ll8<. ;



even when He did not always need it (as#; for example# in 
Hetheemane)# how mueh more likely it is that we should both 

need and want it to help our belief in an agape which 

sometimes seems-so remote from ©ur lives as we live it= 

Friendship is not remote? in its varying forms it is 

always with uso There is# of eourse# a danger in thiso 

11 While, we love people because we lack them# they are un

safe.. This love has to be disinfected of egoismo,i ^  But 

perhaps, it is allowed while We are learning to believe in 

and rely on the power of agape, hot so much that anything 

may be done or demonstrated# but that we may learn to 

trust ourselves to be able to yoke our eroa with our agapeo 

In the Old Testament# Agapeis introduced into the 

- Septuagint to deaeribe aheb, the love that shows itself by 

helping its'objeet# whether that be God or Man# rather than 
by desiring to possess and enjoy i t o  (Deut»7s7-8) Here# too# 

the idea of Ghristian love is foreshadowed# the severity of 

Law being mitigated by the never^absent tenderness of Yahweh# 

the Lawgiver° (Hos.li#8|Isao6g#9°) Though there are 

threatenings and judgaents (Amos ^#2)# there are also promise# 

and mercy# a mefey connected with the nature of divinity itself 

(Bfor 1 am God# and not'marv)o 'Hfe are left with the assurance- 

that God’s love is the-very heart of his divine, life# and that 

this love with which he has loved his people is everlastingo8!!.

l^Hemant.»Loving Others for God8 s Sake ° Broadcast Talk,
.Listener# April 14th# 1955# po 661o
' ■ * 11 'Richardson# A TheoloW.oal ford Book of the Bible#Pol55°



Abraham and Mos@s are called; the friend® of God  ̂and in the . 
Psalms we have eonstant referenees to friends and the aete 
of friendship» - Most: of rus wonld-prefer to'dispense: with 
the friends of Job, but he, at their request, - prays for 

Eliphas, Bildad>: and 2©phar» 8And the Lord turned the 

eaptivity; of Job, when he prayed for his friends^ and the- 

Lord gave Job tvnee as mueh as he had beforeo11 ( job 42,10)

This might be taken to symbolise the creative power William „

James aseribes to Ghristian love, while the immortal stories ; :

of David and Jonathan and Ruth and Haomi show a love that is 

less calculating and more spontaneous .than';that described by 

Plata and Aristotle, , '

Yet it is in the demonstrated life of Ghrist and in 

the Pauline ’eommentarie®>. that we learn the highest that 

human love #an achieve, it seems to me, 8Greater love hath 
no man this, that a man lay down - his life for his friends11 = 

and this time there is no suggestion.of honour or glory as. 

there was with Aristotle, Neither is there any exclusiveness.

If we wonder about the select three, Peter and James and John, 

we know that they were but three of twelve? and. that the twelve 

merged into a greater number which ■•ineluded Martha,'Mary, • 

Lasaras, and so many others. And no one.was excluded, not 

the friends of the palsied, or the little children, or the sinners 

and publicans. He calls them "friends8 (John 15,15), but Will 
allow no^one to' sail him Jmine8, 81 And one said unto him. Behold



thy mother and thy ■'brethren stand >?ithouta seeking to speak 
to thee<> But he answered and said unto him that told him*
Who is my mother? and who ■ are my brethren? And he siretohed 

rorth his hand towards his diseipleSs, and saidj, BehoMsmy 

mother' and.my brethren!.11 , When he goes to raise LaBarus

from the dead, it is of %ur friend" that he speaks (John 11,11) 

and when Judas greets him in the garden of Qethsemane saying 

#Hail, Rabbi i", Jesus replies "Friend, do that for whieh thou 

art come-.11 (Matto 26,50. ) The merey towards, the Magdalenei

the glanee at the denying Pete rj the patienee under persecution 

and the cheering word to the dying theif, are evidenee enough 
Of the. low and eompaseipn Ohrf st had to all men, surpassed 
by the last prayer for those who had crucified Him,,

' This is the loveand friendship that conquered both 

the eros Of the disciples and that of St» Paul - but this 

agape used what it conqueredo- The acts of humility and 

forgiveness breached the self-eencern of these men and by 

showing them the extremes, of which such love was capable, 

inspired them to use their humanity for the same end a*

Surely the "Sleep on now,.and take your rest" with which 

Ghriat .llullubied x his "friends who could not watch with 

Sim in Gethaemane, are among the bravest and;saddest words 

in historyo Ho complaint; no plea for reciprocity; no

lgMatt<,l2, 48=49«



pressing; for rightsi’here 'was oaly generosity and love»
So wonder the .experience of life with this Man, transformed

the cowardly and selfish into those capable of turning the

world upside downo ' Was ;the efos in Paul9 in Peter« in

John, completely overcome - or was :it purged of the self and

: enrolled in the service of agape?
: ,lo o o o o oit i8n°t? that I want to be alonea ■

But that everyone1 a-alone - or so it seems to me<>
They make faces9 and think^they understand each other« 
And I "m sure they dongto n

This might have been the experience of the disciples before

they had lived with Jesuss but afterwards they understood that

they were not separate individuals entirely, but were bound

together in love» They understood that what.had happened to

them had not been earned; but they understood, too s that it

could not be kept. “hove is a sacrament that should be taken

kneeling, and Dominey non sum dignus should be on the lips and

in the; hearts of those who receive ito ®
- The disciples learned their lesson so well, that they

did not imitate Plato and withdraw, from life when their Master

diedo They went out to show what they understood of Hia loveo

In contrast to Kant, they were neither too proud to be in debt

to Sod,eor to receive gift© from men.^ “Man8s humility shews •

’̂Bllof, The Gooktail Party, Pol21o
' ■ ' Id 1; . • - . ■ ■ . ' '" Wildea De Profoundiso.. - 'i

■ ■ ' 15 . '...V .;T v: / :
; ■ Acts 2,45,' ' - '



itself first in the readiness to receive service fromour 

fellow men and supremely from God, To aeeept seruiee from 

Ben is to acknowledge a measure of dependence on them,,"
This is a note that has not been sounded beforea this 
humility which would have scandalised the Greeks* and of 

which Kant and Kierkegaard shew little trace. It is not 

a humility which prevents effective service» but is the 

pre-requisite for it, for it frees our eros to be yoked to 

agapeo ,lThe example of Paul is of little, use to mei I am 

not a heroo The example of John is of but little more ttsej 

my love is so feeblec But Peter is a ' source of constant 

encouragements for. M s  weakness is so manifest» yet because- 

he was truly the friend of his Lord he became ■ the Prince of 

the Apostles,
The Ghurch as a community has sometimes caught a 

glimpse of this love and service that seek no 'reward, not 

even the claiming of its own, :

"More and more during -these- last weeksit has - 
seemed to me that our work ought to be not a conquest .

■ of individuals (whom we must at all costs 11 have*, or 
bring in)* but a completely disinterested and free, 
serving of the community. We should present te people 
the testimony, of an attractive friendliness and utter 
generosity, but leave them totally free to find their 
way themselves to the God we loved. We wanted to 
take hold of the life of the place, penetrate the

l̂ Teraple, Readings in St, John1 s Gospel,p,225,
17 :-■■■■ ■:,7- , : .
-. ‘opocit, p,409» , . - - "'



§2

whole institutim <= not to establish owr toflueiaee. 
these, or make fellowers# but to make thinga better 
as far as we possibly eould, to set gp the cotnmmity 
on Ghfistian principles? for we believed with our 
whole souls that that was the only way to found a 
solid society, built up in happiness and loveo That 

- is why we could, and we muststand openly for Ghrist. . 
and the dhureho The others would remain quite free, — 
as far as we were eoneemed? and no=one- would ask 
them to go to Mass and Gonfeseion.) Let them judge 
the tree by its fruits, and, if their hearts were.in, 
the right plaee, let them-follow us» Our friendship 
was there to help them, and even to forestall them, 
but God wants the adoration and love of: free menoa18

Over the oenturies, some Christians have learned to 

love with the love of Pauline ohafity, a love that leaves : 

the personloved quite free, and yet is glad and strengthened 

by response without being less loving if there is no response, 

Bonhoeffer^ discusses the status of friendship, and decides 

that it could be called a sub-heading of culture and education, 

•being the rarest and most priceless treasure. Though he .

does not talk about Bros and Agape, he stresses the interaction 

of God and men in a very powerful way,

"God requires that we should love him eternally with our 
whole hearts, yet not so as to compromise or diminish 
earthly affections,, but as a kind of cantus firmus to whi dh 
the other melodies of life provide the counterpointe 
Earthly affection is one of these contrapuntal themes, a 
theme which enjoys an autonomy of its own. Where the • 
ground bass'is firm and clear, there is nothing to stop 
the counterpoint from being developed to the utmost of its 
limits. Both ground bass and counterpoint are "without 
confusion and yet distinctl«tt20

Perrin, Priest-tforkman in Germany, p,59= 
19 . :v.
Letters and Papers from Prison, p=95,

20' • vopocit, p=l)l.



TMs passage illustrates clearly the theme of this 

thesiso We are men and. subject to many limitations of the 
flesh, but these, and the Iros which represents them, can 

be used to the glory of Sod once A g a p e  has become the cantus 

firmus of our lives= And to no end can it be used more 

graciously than as friendship with our brother meno - , ■ - .

Bonhoeffer says again,, writing to his parents from prisons 

“Although 1 am utterly convinced that nothing can break the 

bonds between us, 1 seem to need some outward token or sign 
to reassure meo In this way material things become 

vehicles of spiritual realitieso I suppose it’s rather like 

the need felt in all religions for sacraments =1,1 Perhaps

the abilities and capabilities of friendship are an earnest

Of that other whonly selfless love which is called jg-ape.

"Theology like all proper scienees, has its own 
proper language, but-even the theologians are always 
sliding back: into a one-sided use of that language<>.
Their terms ought to be ambiguouas they ought to carry 
meanings at otice in time and outside time« It cannot
be donej and if it cannot among those experts, it
c e r t a i n l y  c a n n o t  a m o n g  lesser c r e a t u r e s o H 2 2

We have seen that both love-and friendship carry 

ambiguity, and that the usual recourse in defining love is 

to make it eternal or temporal and alter the sign .for it

^OpoOite po45.o ' - ' -
^Williams, The Forgiveness of Sin's, p° 17°



aecordinglyo And so a gap is left, which only philia or 

earitas ean bridge» We beliewethe bridge to be philia, 

but find, like Christ, Mat it is of two natures, neither 
of which Is absorbed by the other, though they ean sound 

.in' .accord or di ssonaneeo ®For many thousands of years,®

eomplains Freud ©f religion, ■ ' : '

"it has ruled human society; it has had time to show 
what it ean aehierev. . If it .had suceeeded in making- - ■

■ ; ; happy the greater part of mankind, in consoling them,
•. in reeoneiling them to life, in making, them into.

supporters:; of.,eivi.lisation_, then no-one would dream t
of striving to alter existing conditionsoSJ25

But that it has not done these things, is the fault' of men

who have refused- to take the love of Ohfist seriously- ¥e: •

have been left free to. Choose our way of life,and, for the

most part, we have chosen to follow the pagan way-of the :

ancient Creeks, rather than a co-operative venture with agape»

Freud feels justified in saying that the religious way "to
the brotherhood of man and the reduction of suffering -»0 da

_ v ■ OA - ; - ... -y .
an impatient o o - esactingt, <> o oand selfish" one.o

But we started with common=sehse, and there we must 

end, looking about 'us f or 'evidence that the Christian phildsophers 

we considered did not give us, that something has been added to , ' 

the concept, of friendship since the Greeks bequeathed it to us-- 

And we. can indeed find this humble, self-giving, spontaneous 

love that we think constitutes friendship but is less glorious

- ^future of an Illusion, ; p- 65o ■ yy ’.y



than agape because it has human qualitiesi toco We can 

find it' in literature5- and we, can find it in - life. In 

'literature we can•find it in the works of Charles Dickens.
and especially in the tale of Sydney 0arton who gave his
V ' ' ' 25 . ' ; ■ ■' : •life for a friendo And in life we can find it In the

immortal "story of Titus Oates who walked to his death in

a blizzard in Order that hie comrades might have a

maximum chance to reach safety^ X submit that in both

these cases-)' we have - a notion of friendship that;would

have been quite incomprehensible to the Greeks, a'ration

of unostentatious servide for the sake of the service

that makes sense only in the light of Christian teaching.

' 25 ' ' ''. A Tale of Two Cities. -

^on Scott * s last journey.
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